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Abstract

This master thesis explores the use of the full-scale production compiler
platform Roslyn, and its aptitude for extending the C# language with the
Package Template mechanism.

Roslyn is a platform combining the compilers and language services of
the C# and Visual Basic programming languages. The platform exposes
the structures produced by each step of the compiler pipeline through
various application programming interfaces (API), such as the syntax trees
or symbol tables of a compilation. Utilizing these APIs, programmers can
develop tools and environments for programming in C# or Visual Basic.
However, offering these APIs, makes the Roslyn compiler significantly
more complex than a straightforward compiler would be.

The Package Template mechanism revolves around the reuse of collections
of classes, called templates, that are instantiated at compile-time. The
instantiation of a template allows the programmer to tailor the collection
of classes to suit specific purposes. This is done through adding members
to, renaming, and merging classes, among other things.

This thesis details the implementation of the Package Template mecha-
nism in C# through Roslyn, and will also look at how the various aspects
of the mechanism fit with the C# language as it is defined today.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The background for this thesis involves two main elements. The first is a
language mechanism called Package Templates [23], and the second is the
.NET compiler platform named Roslyn.

Package Templates, PT for short, is a language mechanism developed
at the Institute of Informatics at the University of Oslo. This language
mechanism revolves around code reusability through the instantiation of
templates in somewhat the same fashion as one would import packages in
Java. However, what sets instantiating a template apart from importing
a package is that an instantiation gives new copies of the classes in
the template and the possibility of tailoring these to better suit the
environment in which they are used. This can involve renaming classes
and their members, and adding new members to given classes – members
being a collective name for anything defined within a class such as fields
and methods. PT also supports a form of static multiple inheritance
through class merging.

Utilizing these possibilities, the PT mechanism provides a good solution
to, among other things, the expression problem [31], and for implementing
traits [9] and mixins [24]. PT is meant as a general mechanism suitable
for adaption to a wide range of object-oriented languages. In [23], a Java
adaption of PT, called PTJ, is used to present various cases in which the
mechanism can be useful.

The .NET compiler platform, named Roslyn, is a project started by
Microsoft with the goal of fully rewriting the compilers and language
services for C# and Visual Basic in their respective languages, and to
expose the different parts of the compiler pipeline as services. The project
was open-sourced in 2014 under the Apache 2.0 license [3] which allows,
among other things, anyone to freely use and modify the code as they
wish.

1
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Since then, Roslyn has become the official production compiler for Visual
Basic and C#. In other words, developers programming in either C# or
Visual Basic, through Visual Studio or the command line compiler tools,
are effectively using Roslyn’s compilers and language services.

The intention of this thesis is to implement a proof of concept version
of PT as an extension of the C# in Roslyn. The resulting adaption of
PT will be named PT#, which will be described in chapter 3. In doing
this, considerations should also be made regarding how well the PT
mechanism works alongside C# as the language is defined today. These
considerations should provide insight into what adjustments should be
made to the PT mechanism as to provide a better programming experience
for the given language.

The implementation of PT# will be done with the help of Roslyn, thus
making it a natural part of the thesis to evaluate the use of Roslyn
for such a purpose. An interesting aspect of using Roslyn as the
tool in approaching an implementation of PT# is all the extra services
provided. These services can potentially be taken advantage of in both the
implementation and use of PT#. This does, however, come with a cost;
implementing PT# through a stand-alone compiler developed through
the use of compiler building tools would surely reduce the complexity of
the task at hand compared to the use of a full-scale production compiler
platform such as Roslyn.

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows: in chapter 2 some
background will be provided. Section 2.1 will give an overview of the
PT mechanism as presented in [23]. Here we will have a look at a few
simple examples portraying the use cases and purpose of the mechanism.
Section 2.2 will give an overview of Roslyn and elaborate on the various
features provided by the APIs it exposes to the public.

In chapter 3 I will introduce PT# in some detail. This chapter will describe
the adaption of PT in C# and will outline some of the differences it has
compared to PTJ along with the reasoning behind these.

In chapter 4 we will have a look at some of the alternatives I have for
implementing PT# with the help of Roslyn, and discuss the pros and cons
of these approaches and which of them I chose to proceed with.

In chapter 5 we will go into the more technical part of the thesis as I
present the Roslyn-PT project. This will detail the implementation of PT#.
As will be seen, the time allocated to this project did not prove sufficient
to complete the implementation, thus making the last part of chapter 5 a
description of the remaining parts.

In chapter 6 there will be a discussion about the suitability of Roslyn
for the task at hand. In this chapter, the challenges faced along the way
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will also be elaborated and taken into consideration for the evaluation of
Roslyn.

Lastly, in chapter 7, the results of the project as a whole will be summed up.
In this chapter I will also present a few interesting topics worth pursuing
using my results as the starting point.





Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter I will present the background material necessary for
understanding the rest of this thesis. The background material will be
presented in two parts, the first of which will be an introduction to the
Package Template mechanism as it is defined in [23], and the second of
which is an introduction to the .NET compiler platform Roslyn.

The examples and explanations throughout the introduction to PT will be
written in Java, or more precicely PTJ, which is the name given to Java
extended with PT as defined in [26]. The examples are written in PTJ
because this was the language first used to introduce the PT mechanism.
In addition, the syntax and semantics of PT# – the extension of C# with
PT implemented and described in this thesis – are to a great degree based
on PTJ, as we will see in chapter 3. However, PT in itself is not tied to
any specific language as it is a general concept describing a mechanism
adaptable by a wide range of object-oriented languages.

In the overview of Roslyn I will mainly explain the structures and methods
exposed through its APIs, as this is what sets it apart from other C#
compilers. This overview will provide an understanding of how Roslyn
is intended to be used as a service by programmers for developing IDEs
and tools for programming in C# and Visual Basic. The examples used in
this part of the background will be written in C# which is, besides Visual
Basic, one of the languages Roslyn for. The parts of Roslyn related to C#
are also written in C#.

2.1 Introduction to Package Templates

As mentioned in chapter 1, PT is a language mechanism first introduced
in [23]. The aim of PT is to provide a mechanism for reuse of collections of

5



6 2.1 Introduction to Package Templates

related classes in a more flexible way than packages as they appear in Java.
The article presents the following six properties for such a mechanism

• Parallel extension

• Hierarchy Preservation

• Renaming

• Multiple uses

• Type parameterization

• Class merging

When explaining each of these properties it is typical to do so using a
template representing a graph structure as an example. Thus, for the given
six properties we will assume we have a PTJ template named Graph of
which we can see a definition in listing 2.1.

template Graph {
class Node {

Edge firstEdge, lastEdge;
void insertEdgeTo(Node destination) { ... }

}

class Edge {
Node origin, destination;
Edge previousEdge, nextEdge;
void delete() { ... }

}
}

Listing 2.1: A simple template for representing graphs

As seen in the listing, the keyword template is introduced followed by
the name Graph. This is the way we define a template, by utilizing the
keyword template followed by the name of the template. This template
contains two classes, Node and Edge, that together describe a simple graph
structure in which each node keeps a linked list of outgoing edges, and
each edge points to its origin and destination node. If we wish to use the
classes defined within Graph we first have to instantiate the template by
using the inst keyword as shown in listing 2.2.

inst Graph; // Inserts a copy of the classes Node and Edge

Node from = new Node();
from.insertEdgeTo(new Node());

Listing 2.2: A simple template instantiation
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The example with the template Graph being instantiated seems to accom-
plish the same as importing the classes Node and Edge from a package.
However, with an inst statement, the classes of the template are "copied
and pasted" into the location of that statement so that the classes Node and
Edge are in fact declared at this location. In contrast, if the classes Node
and Edge were located in a package, the class declarations reside in the
package and not the location of the import statement.

The consequence of this is that the instantiation of the template Graph in
two different locations yield two sets of class declarations, one in each
location, whereas importing the classes from the package Graph in two
different locations will refer to the same instance of the package.

The above examples showing the declaration and instantiation of a
template employ the simplest use of the mechanism, not introducing any
significant new functionality to Java. In the following sections the six
properties of PT (see bullets above) will be presented, each with examples
in PTJ showing the use of said property.

2.1.1 Parallel Extension

The parallel extension property of PT entails that we can add an attribute
to a class C, contained within a template T, and afterwards access this
attribute directly through C without casting. The example in listing 2.3
shows how this can be done by using the PTJ keyword adds.

inst Graph; // Inserts a copy of the classes Node and Edge

class Edge adds {
int weight;
void setWeight(int weight) {

this.weight = weight;
}

}

Node from = new Node();
from.insertEdgeTo(new Node());
from.firstEdge.setWeight(42);

Listing 2.3: Adding an attribute to a template class

The closest we can get to achieving something similar in Java is to subclass
Edge with a new class, WeightedEdge, and include the integer attribute
weight in this class. However, this solution is a hierarchical extension
– as opposed to parallel – requiring an object of type Edge to be cast to
WeightedEdge for it to be able to access the weighted attribute.
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2.1.2 Hierarchy Preservation

The hierarchy preservation property of PT entails the following: if, in a
template T, a class B is a subclass of another class A, and attributes are
added to A and/or B during an instantiation of T, then the resulting class
B with all its additional attributes should be the subclass of the resulting
class A with all its additional attributes. See listing 2.4 for an example of
how this works.

template Graph {
class Node { ... }

class Edge {
Node from, to;

}

class WeightedEdge extends Edge {
int weight;

}
}
// ... In another program
inst Graph;

class Edge adds {
int timesTraveled;

}

WeightedEdge we = new WeightedEdge();
we.weight = 4;
we.timesTraveled = 1;

Listing 2.4: Hierarchy preservation in package templates

In this example the class WeightedEdge has access to the attribute times-
Traveled although it is not a part of the original declaration of either
WeightedEdge or its superclass, Edge. However, when timesTraveled is
added to Edge during instantiation, WeightedEdge inherits this property
to preserve the class hierarchy.

This situation is not possible to achieve with regular Java, as it is not
possible to add inherited properties to a class without changing the
original definition of its super class.
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2.1.3 Renaming

The renaming property entails that we should be able to change the name
of a class and its attributes as we see fit. This makes it possible for us
to rename classes of a template when instantiating it to better fit the use
case we are dealing with. In listing 2.5 we can see an example where
the classes in Graph are renamed to better fit an implementation of the
traveling salesman problem [13].

inst Graph with Node => City (insertEdgeTo -> buildRoadTo),
Edge => Road (delete -> demolish);

City oslo = new City();
City copenhagen = new City();
oslo.buildRoadTo(copenhagen);

Listing 2.5: Renaming classes in a package template

The listing introduces two new operators, => and ->, which are used for
renaming classes and members of classes respectively. In the code we
instantiate the template Graph and rename the classes Node and Edge to
City and Road. In addition to this, we rename the method insertEdgeTo
to buildRoadTo in Node, and the method delete to demolish in Edge.

2.1.4 Multiple Uses

The introduction of renaming allows for the next property of PT, multiple
uses. This property entails that we should be able to use a template
multiple times for different purposes in the same program, where each
use has its own renames and addition of attributes. An example is
presented in listing 2.6 where we instantiate the template twice, once to
fit an implementation of the traveling salesman problem, and another to
fit an implementation of the Köningsberg bridge problem [28].

After the two instantiations we have four classes present in our program;
City, Road, District, and Bridge. And each of these instantiations have
their own renames and attribute additions independent of one another.

2.1.5 Type Parameterization

The type parameterization property entails that we should be able to
write templates that assume the existence of a specific class that is not
yet defined. In addition to this, we can also enforce requirements on said
class to ensure that it has the correct properties that our template needs.
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inst Graph with Node => City (insertEdgeTo -> buildRoadTo),
Edge => Road (delete -> demolish);

inst Graph with Node => District (insertEdgeTo -> makeBridgeTo),
Edge => Bridge;

class Bridge adds {
boolean isTraveled;
void crossBridge() {

isTraveled = true;
}

}
Listing 2.6: Multiple Uses of a Template in a Single Program

This is basically the same thing as dealing with type parameters in generic
classes in Java, and the example provided in listing 2.7 should give a good
idea of how this works.

template CollectionOf<T> {
class Collection {

Entry first, last;
void insertLast(T item) { ... }
T removeFirst() { ... }

}

class Entry {
Entry next;
T item;

}
}

Listing 2.7: Type parameterization in package templates

The example creates a simple template that can be instantiated with
a class to create a collection of the given class. This can also be
achieved in standard Java by using simple generics to create two classes,
Collection<T> and Entry<T>, where T is the provided type parameter.
However, even for this simple example there are a few advantages
to doing it with a template instead of generic classes. First of all,
once the template is instantiated with the provided class, there is no
longer any need to provide the same class for every new list generation.
The verbose ’new Collection<SomeClass>()’ is replaced with a simple
’new Collection()’ for every new list we wish to create. The other
advantage is that the classes within the template, in this case Collection
and Entry, do not need type parameters as they would in standard Java.
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As mentioned, we can also enforce requirements on the type parameter
provided to the template, this can be done as shown in listing 2.8.

template CollectionOf<T> {
constraint T has {

void print();
}

class Collection {
Entry first, last;
void insertLast(T item) { ... }
T removeFirst() { ... }
void printCollection() {

first.printEntry();
}

}

class Entry {
Entry next;
T item;
void printEntry() {

item.print();
next.printEntry();

}
}

}
Listing 2.8: Type parameterization with constraints

It is also possible to apply constraints to the type parameter in the same
way as we do with generic classes in standard Java. This can be done
by using the extends keyword within the type parameter declaration.
By doing so we can require the provided type to either extend a given
interface or a given class.

Type parameterization is further explored in [5]. This paper presents an
extended version of PT called PTr which adds, among other things, the
possibility of refining type parameter requirements. This is done through
employing the adds keyword to add new requirements to the specified
type parameter, and also through the merging of type parameters which
is achieved in the same fashion as merging of classes.

2.1.6 Class Merging

The last property that we will consider is class merging. This property
entails that for a given program, we should be able to merge two separate
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classes, A and B, instantiated through templates so that the resulting class
has the union of the attributes found in both A and B. The classes, A and B,
can be located in the same template or in separate templates.

The merging of classes happens when two or more classes are given the
same name in an instantiation. In listing 2.9 we can see how two classes
located in separate templates are instantiated and result in a class merge.

template T {
class A {

int number;
}

}

template U {
class B {

String text;
}

}

inst T with A => C;
inst U with B => C;

C c = new C();
c.number = 42;
c.text = "foo";

Listing 2.9: Merging classes from different templates

As we can see in the example, the resulting class C, has both the integer
number and the string text. This may look a lot like multiple inheritance,
but keep in mind that classes A and B do not exist after the instantiation,
only the merged class C.

2.1.7 Further Reading

The concept of PT is described further in [7], where some of the design
challenges are reviewed with proposed solutions. In [4] PT is presented
in the context of both statically and dynamically typed programming
languages, a prototype implementation of the mechanism in Java is
provided for demonstration. An implementation of PT in a different
language than Java can be found in [29]. This presents an implementation
of the mechanism in the object-oriented language Boo [25]. In [5]
an extension of PT is proposed to fully reap the benefits of generic
programming.
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2.2 Introduction to Roslyn

As mentioned, Roslyn is the name of the .NET compiler platform created
by Microsoft that includes compilers and language services for the
languages C# and Visual Basic. In addition to its goal of fully rewriting
the compilers in their respective languages, Roslyn is focused around
opening up the compiler pipeline to let developers use the vast amount
of information gathered through the compilation process in the creation
of tools for analyzing and improving code. In this section we will have a
look at Roslyn and the various APIs it exposes to its users, and how these
can be used.

Typical examples of tools that can be developed using Roslyn are the ’go
to definition’, ’rename all’, and ’find usages’ which you might recognize
from various IDEs1 such as Visual Studio, IntelliJ and Eclipse.

In this introduction to Roslyn we will explore the compiler platform
and look at how it is put together and how developers can access the
functionality it provides. This should give us enough insight to be able
to consider the different approaches I can employ for implementing a
mechanism such as PT with the help of Roslyn, which will be discussed in
chapter 4.

It is worth noting that terms used in Roslyn largely intersect with terms
used when discussing compilers on a general basis, such as syntax trees,
nodes, etc. To differentiate between these cases, Roslyn-specific terms will
be written in bold when introduced, whereas terms common to compilers
in general will be written in italic in ambiguous cases. The code examples
provided in this section will all be in C# and not Java, seeing as C# is the
language used in the project.

2.2.1 Developing in .NET

With the rest of the thesis being tied to development in .NET it is important
to have a basic understanding of the various structures used to organize
code files. Developing in .NET through Visual Studio2, employs the use of
solutions, projects, and workspaces.

The outermost structure is called a solution, which can contain one or
more projects along with build information, window settings in Visual
Studio, and other files that are not associated with any specific project.
Projects are units that contain everything that will be compiled into an

1IDE – Stands for Integrated Development Environment, which is a tool that combines
a text editor with a compiler and various other tools developer tools

2An IDE developed by Microsoft for .NET development
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executable or a DLL3. In addition, a project contains all the compiler
settings and other configuration files.

The concept of workspaces is somewhat different. A workspace is an
active way of viewing a solution. With active I mean that a workspace will
fire an event when it notices that changes are made within the solution,
such as editing or deleting files. When the host environment (e.g. Visual
Studio or another IDE) receives an event from the workspace, it can
proceed to handle these changes.

2.2.2 Immutability in Roslyn

Since the functionality Roslyn provides is used for developing tools in
environments that are prone to change quite often, it is important that
the data exposed is thread-safe4. With thread-safe data, multiple tools can
work at the same time with the same set of data without running the risk
of interfering with one another.

For example, let us assume that a programmer works in an IDE with
a spell-checker tool running. The programmer starts the compilation
process, and while this is running, edits some code in the same place
where the spell-checker has noticed a mistake. In this scenario, it would
be great if the compilation process is not interrupted or altered by these
changes, and at the same time the spell-checker receives a fresh copy it can
work with to find further mistakes. In this case, if both the spell-checker
and compilation process worked with the same set of data from the get-
go, then making changes to this data could cause interference with one-
another. The way this is solved in Roslyn is by using immutable structures.

The various data structures used in Roslyn are almost always immutable,
meaning that once an object is created, you are guaranteed that the object
will not change throughout its lifetime. Instead, making a change is done
through generating a modified copy of the original object.

If we bring this concept into the scenario presented above, both the
compilation process and spell-checker start off with pointers to the same
data object. When a change is made to the document, this change will only
be visible in a new object generated based on the old one with applied
changes. The spell-checker can ask for this new object and proceed to
check it for errors, and at the same time, the compilation process can
complete its compilation on the old object.

3DLL – short for Dynamic-link Library, a shared library
4Thread-safe – A guarantee that multiple threads can access the same data without

encountering a race condition
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To give a simple intuition of how immutable structures are implemented,
consider the code in listing 2.10.

1 class IntegerVariableDeclaration
2 {
3 private readonly string _name;
4 private readonly int _value;
5

6 public IntegerVariableDeclaration(string name, int val)
7 {
8 _name = name;
9 _value = val;

10 }
11

12 public IntegerVariableDeclaration WithName(string name)
13 {
14 return new IntegerVariableDeclaration(name, _value);
15 }
16

17 public IntegerVariableDeclaration WithValue(int val)
18 {
19 return new IntegerVariableDeclaration(_name, val);
20 }
21 }

Listing 2.10: A simple immutable class

Let us assume the declared class, IntegerVariableDeclaration, is how
integer declarations are represented when they are parsed from the source
code by our IDE using Roslyn. As we see on lines 3 and 4, the attributes
of this class are readonly which means that they can only be set by a
constructor. This is quite close to final values in Java.

1 IntegerVariableDeclaration d1 = new IntegerVariableDeclaration("aeg", 23);

Listing 2.11: Misspelled variable declaration

Going back to our previous scenario with the spell-checker and compila-
tion process. If both processes start off with a pointer to the object declared
in listing 2.11, the spell-checker might notice that "aeg" is not a word in the
English vocabulary and create a red squiggly line beneath it. The user no-
tices this and decides to change the name of the variable to "age" in the
program code. the IDE notices this change in the code and starts generat-
ing a new object based on this data as we can see in listing 2.12.

1 IntegerVariableDeclaration d2 = d1.withName("age");

Listing 2.12: Creating a new instance from an immutable class
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The new object, being pointed to by d2, can now be given to the spell-
checker. With the new object, the spell checker can be run again without
disturbing the compilation process which still relies on the object pointed
to by d1.

Having immutable data structures, as described above, solves the problem
of thread-safety, but at the same time it creates a new problem. Now
that we have new copies for every change we make, how do we chose
which copy to compile? Which copy should I feed to the spell checker?
Do we have to synchronize these copies with one another at some point?
All of this is up to the programmer using the Roslyn APIs to figure out.
Fortunately, the immutable nature of Roslyn make it safe to play around
with without accidentally interfering with the processes being run by
Visual Studio.

It is of course possible to use this in a straight forward approach without
multiple threads in the manner shown in listing 2.13. Here the pointer
is simply changed to point to the new object. This does not change the
old object, but if no other pointer points to the old object, it will likely be
cleaned up by the garbage collector shortly.

1 IntegerVariableDeclaration decl = new IntegerVariableDeclaration("x", 42);
2 decl = decl.withName("y");
3 decl = decl.withValue(23);
4 // ...

Listing 2.13: Alternative way of using immutability

2.2.3 The Compiler APIs

Roslyn provides a set of features that lets developers interact with every
part of the compiler pipeline, allowing them to tap into the information the
compiler has extracted from the source code. This interaction is exposed
through various APIs5, one for each part of the compiler pipeline as
viewed in figure 2.1. The intended use of Roslyn is through the exposed
APIs and later we will discuss if these are sufficient for the task at hand,
implementing new language mechanisms in C#.

The compiler pipeline is split into four functional areas, which Roslyn
calls phases. At first the parser phase tokenizes the source code before
it processes the tokens to make sure it follows the syntax defined by the
language grammar. This results in a syntax tree representing the code.
The next phase is the declaration phase, in which the declarations from

5API – Short for Application Programming Interface, a set of methods for interacting
with a component

6Image source: https://github.com/dotnet/roslyn/wiki/Roslyn%20Overview

https://github.com/dotnet/roslyn/wiki/Roslyn%20Overview
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Figure 2.1: Compiler Pipeline mirrored by the Compiler APIs6

the source code and other imported metadata is analyzed to form named
symbols. After these phases we enter the binding phase, where identifiers
in the code are matched to the symbols created in the declaration phase.
And lastly, in the emit phase, all the information built up in the previous
phases is synthesized and emitted as code in the target language which in
this case is CIL, an assembly language used by .NET.

From each of these four phases a corresponding API is exposed which
gives an object model that allows access to the information at that given
phase. The parsing phase exposes a syntax tree, the declaration phase
exposes a hierarchical symbol table, the binding phase exposes a model of
the result of the compiler’s semantic analysis, and finally the emit phase
exposes an API that produces byte codes.

Throughout this thesis I won’t use the term "phase" to separate the various
parts of Roslyn. Instead, I will use the term syntactic analysis stage for what
Roslyn calls the "Parser phase", the term semantic analysis stage for what
Roslyn calls the "Declarations phase" and "Binding phase", and the term
code generation stage for what Roslyn calls the "Emit phase".

2.2.4 Working with Syntax through the Roslyn APIs

The primary structure used throughout Roslyn is the syntax tree, which
is the data structure that implements the notion of an abstract syntax tree7.
However, as will soon be made clear, the syntax tree structure employed
in Roslyn is far from abstract.

An abstract syntax tree must hold all the information about the source
code needed to be able to compile it. In addition to this, the syntax tree in

7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstract_syntax_tree – An abstract syntax tree is
a tree representation of the abstract syntactic structure of source code written in a
programming language.
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Roslyn holds on to all the information that is often discarded in the lexer
of other compilers, such as whitespace and comments8, making it more
concrete than a typical abstract syntax tree. The reason most compilers
just throw these things away is because in most languages they have no
impact on the semantics of the code. This is also the case for C# and Visual
Basic, but Roslyn still holds on to this information, which has to do with
the three key properties behind the implementation of the syntax tree:

The first key property is that the syntax tree contains all the information
provided by the source code, not a single character goes to waste. This
is stored in the tree as syntax nodes, syntax tokens, syntax trivia, spans,
kinds, and errors. These structures will be explained shortly.

The second key property is that the syntax tree is entirely round-trippable
back to the source code. This means that even purely aesthetic changes,
such as adding a blank line between two statements, will produce a
different syntax tree. Consequently, two syntax trees producing the same
program may produce two different looking files if for instance the syntax
trees have different syntax trivia.

The third key property is immutability, as was previously explained in
2.2.2. By having immutable syntax trees, it follows that they are thread-
safe9, so multiple threads can work with the same tree. If one of the
working threads decide to make a change, this change will not effect the
tree which the other threads are pointing to.

Let us have a look at the various elements of the syntax tree which we will
recognize when looking at the implementation of PT in C#.

Syntax nodes are the nonterminal nodes of the syntax tree. The syntax
nodes represent the syntactic constructs of the code, such as declarations,
statements, clauses, and expressions. Different categories of syntax
nodes are represented by separate classes derived from the SyntaxNode
class. Each syntax node has access to its parent through the Parent
property, and its children through the ChildNodes method. Syntax
nodes also have methods to access nodes, tokens, and trivia that exist
in its subtrees: DescendantNodes, DescendantTokens, and Descendant-
Trivia respectively. Syntax nodes representing structures, such as class
declarations or namespace declarations, refer to the set of fields and
methods within the structure as members. This is the same term used in
the PT introduction to describe the fields and methods of a class.

Syntax tokens are the terminal nodes – also called leaf nodes – of

8In compiled Python, for instance, whitespace is used to denote blocks, but after
parsing and lexing the only remains of whitespace are numbers to represent the
indentation level [27]

9A thread-safe object is an object that can safely be used in a multithreaded program
without having to worry about encountering race conditions and such.
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the syntax tree. These nodes contain information on the smallest
syntactic elements of the code, such as keywords, identifiers, literals, and
punctuation. Unlike the syntax nodes, syntax tokens are represented
by objects of the class SyntaxToken. The SyntaxToken class has a set
of properties that have meaning depending on what kind of token it
represents; e.g. an integer literal token would have an integer value stored
in the Value property, where a string literal token would have a string
value stored in the Value property. The value of a token is also stored as a
string in the ValueText property.

Kinds are used to distinguish one type of element from another. Syntax
nodes, as mentioned earlier, hold information on syntactic constructs;
however, if we wish to find out exactly what kind of syntax we are dealing
with, we can check the RawKind property. This will for instance tell us
that a BinaryExpressionSyntax is in fact an AddExpression rather than
a SubtractExpression or a MultiplyExpression. Kinds are also used in
both syntax nodes and syntax tokens, e.g. a syntax token representing
the namespace keyword will have the kind NamespaceKeyword, whereas
a syntax node representing a namespace declaration will have the kind
NamespaceDeclaration, and so on.

Syntax trivia represents the part of the code text that does not impact
the syntax of the program. Within the syntax trivia we find information
about comments, whitespace, and preprocessor directives. Syntax trivia
is represented by objects of the class SyntaxTrivia. The syntax trivia can
be found by inspecting the LeadingTrivia or TrailingTrivia of a syntax
token. It is also possible to go the other way around and access the token
owning the trivia through the trivia’s Token property.

Spans hold information on the placement of each node, token, or trivia.
By inspecting a node, token, or trivia’s TextSpan one can see the position
and number of characters of the code in question. Each node, token, and
trivia holds two TextSpan properties: Span and FullSpan. The difference
between these two is that Span does not include any leading or trailing
trivia, whereas FullSpan does.

Error nodes are Roslyn’s way of handling faulty syntax. As mentioned
earlier, syntax trees are fully round-trippable back to the source text, this
holds true even when the source text contains errors. This leads us to how
errors are handled in the syntax trees, which is done in one of two ways.

1. If the parser expects a particular kind of token, but it is not found,
it will insert a missing token into the syntax tree at that location. A
missing token is an actual token representing what is expected to be at
that particular spot in the syntax tree; however, it has the IsMissing
field set to true.

2. If the parser is having problems figuring out exactly which token is
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expected, it skips tokens until it finds a place where it can continue
parsing correct code. The skipped tokens are attached as a trivia
node on the previously parsed node. The trivia node has its kind set
to SkippedTokens.

To make it more clear how all of this sticks together, I have generated a
small example by using the "Roslyn Syntax Visualizer", which is a tool
that lets the user explore the syntax tree generated by the code provided.
In listing 2.14 below, you will see the code I have used in this example.
The code is a program that simply prints the text "Hello world!" to the
standard output of the console running the application. In figure 2.2 and
figure 2.3 you can see the syntax tree of line 7 of the code represented
as both text and a graph respectively. Here, the blue text in figure 2.2
and the blue nodes in figure 2.3 represent syntax nodes and the green text
and nodes in figure 2.2 and 2.3 respectively represent syntax tokens. In
addition, you can see the leading and trailing trivia of the expression. The
numbers in the parenthesis on the right side of the text in figure 2.2 is the
span of the syntax node as previously described.

Figure 2.2: Syntax tree displayed in Visual Studio

The illustrations show the syntax tree produced from a perfectly correct
program. Now let us try to introduce an error to the code; for instance,
a missing closing parenthesis as shown on line 7 in listing 2.15. With this
error introduced we instead receive the syntax tree shown in figure 2.4.
In this syntax tree, we can see that the CloseParenToken node is colored
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1 namespace HelloWorld
2 {
3 class Program
4 {
5 static void Main(string[] args)
6 {
7 System.Console.WriteLine("Hello world!");
8 }
9 }

10 }
Listing 2.14: The code used to generate the syntax tree

black, which represents a syntax token with IsMissing set to True. The
lightning symbol follows up through the tree showing the nodes effected
by this error, thus making it easily traceable.

1 namespace HelloWorld
2 {
3 class Program
4 {
5 static void Main(string[] args)
6 {
7 System.Console.WriteLine("Hello world!";
8 }
9 }

10 }
Listing 2.15: A function call missing a closing parenthesis
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Figure 2.3: Syntax tree from line 7 of listing 2.14 as a graph displayed in
Visual Studio
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Figure 2.4: Syntax tree from line 7 of listing 2.15 containing an error
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2.2.5 Working with Semantics through the Roslyn APIs

Up until now we have looked at the first part of the compiler pipeline
through the syntax tree API, which produces a syntax tree representing
the lexical and syntactic structure of the source code. However, the syntax
tree does not give us any information regarding which declarations in the
program code a usage is referring to, or if the types of an expression are
correct or not.

For the compiler to be able to determine correct types and distinguish
between two occurrences of the same name declared in two separate
locations in the code, a deep understanding of the language rules is
required. The symbol API and binding API lets users interact with the
second part of the compiler pipeline that has to do with the semantics of
the language. This introduces the concept of a compilation that among
other things contains the semantic model, which is the structure that
encapsulates the language rules, and thus gives us a way to make the
distinction between equally named symbols.

A compilation represents everything needed to transform the C# or
Visual Basic code to the target language code. Within a compilation we
find all the assembly references, compiler options and source files. The
compilation has a more detailed description of the source code, which
includes each declared type, member, or variable represented as a symbol.
Another thing to note about a compilation is that it is, similarly to syntax
trees, immutable. This means that a given compilation cannot be changed
by you or anyone else with access to it; however, it can be used to generate
a new compilation with the specified change.

Creating a Compilation

Once we have been through the first stage in the compiler pipeline with
the help of the syntax API, we have a syntax tree ready to go. Now we can
create a compilation using the symbol API as shown in listing 2.16.

1 // Assuming we have a SyntaxTree called ’tree’
2 var myCompilation = CSharpCompilation
3 .Create("ProgramName")
4 .AddSyntaxTrees(tree);

Listing 2.16: Creating a compilation from a syntax tree

Stored in our variable named myCompilation we have an object of type
CSharpCompilation. Through myCompilation we can access the semantic
model of our tree
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The Semantic Model

Using the variable we declared in listing 2.16 we can access the semantic
model of our syntax tree as shown in listing 2.17

1 // Assuming we have a Compilation called ’myCompilation’
2 // Assuming we have a SyntaxTree called ’tree’
3 var mySemanticModel = myCompilation.GetSemanticModel(tree);

Listing 2.17: Accessing the Semantic Model of a Compilation

Through the newly acquired semantic model we can look at the symbols
of our code and what values they reference and so on.

Symbols

Any distinct element that is either declared in the source code, or
imported from an assembly as metadata, is represented as a symbol.
Symbols represent namespaces, types, methods, properties, fields, events,
parameters, and local variables. Symbols can be found by various
methods and properties of the compilation structure. It is even possible
to get the entire symbol table as a tree of symbols with the global
namespace10 being the root.

With access to the symbol table through the semantic model we can use
this to create tools that notify the user when there are type mismatches in
expressions, for instance like shown in listing 2.18.

1 int x = "some random string";

Listing 2.18: An int declaration that is given a string literal

In this case, a tool could discover that the left side expects an int literal,
but the right side provides a string literal, to which it could recommend
the appropriate fix.

Symbols can also be used by the binding API to find out what definition
it is bound to. This can come in handy when implementing tools such as
’navigate to definition’ or ’find all usages’.

2.2.6 Summary

Roslyn is presented here in the way users of the APIs see it. To be able to
effectively use the Roslyn APIs for developing tools, a lot of information

10A namespace is a named scope, almost the same as ’packages’ in Java
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on the compilation structures are needed, such as the syntax tree and
semantic model. However, although information on the inner structures
of Roslyn are exposed through the APIs, there are no features supporting
the addition or removal of mechanisms in either of its languages.

The APIs provided lets users create and rearrange syntax trees, like
creating and rearranging a Lego house. However, Roslyn does not open
up the possibility of introducing new Lego blocks into the mix, but there
might still be ways that it can be used for the purpose of this thesis.

In chapter 4 I will present a few options for how Roslyn can be used to
accomplish the implementation of PT in C#, but first let us have a look at
how PT should look in C#.



Chapter 3

The Language PT#

With the previous chapter introducing the concept of PT, with examples
of how its various features are used in PTJ, we will now have a look at
how it can be added to C#. The resulting version of C# including the PT
mechanism will be named PT#.

The description of PT# will include mechanisms to define a template,
instantiate a template, change the name of a class and its members in
a template instantiation, and add attributes to a class in a template
instantiation. Type parameterization of templates has also been described,
but due to the additional complexity it would introduce, it will not be a
part of PT# as I describe it here.

To implement PT# as defined in this chapter was the original goal of the
project. However, when starting to work with the implementation it soon
became clear that this was a too ambitious goal. Nevertheless, chapter 5
will present everything that was implemented in addition to portraying
the intended plan for implementing the last remaining pieces.

To start off, we will have a look at the keywords and operators defined in
the C# language as it is today. From there we will continue to look at which
choices I have made for the keywords and operators in PT#. Some of these
changes are made because of conflicts with existing operators, and others
are made to better fit the overall style of programming typically used in
C#.

3.1 Choosing Keywords and Operators for PT#

C# is already a big language and has a lot of keywords and operators
already in use. The list of keywords in C# are split into two categories. The
reserved identifiers which are keywords that can not be used as names in

27
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C# code (unless preceded by an @ character), and the contextual keywords
which only work as keywords when following or preceding certain other
keywords or characters.

By having these two categories of keywords it is simpler to add new
keywords to the C# language without making breaking changes. This is
done by adding them as contextual keywords.

In fact, when implementing the keyword inst for PT# as a reserved
identifier, I ended up breaking several tests in Roslyn that had used the
word ’inst’ as a variable name, causing the parser to misinterpret the code.

The number of operators found in C# is also quite large, and a lot of these
operators mean different things based on the context in which they are
used. C# even provides the ability to overload operators and thereby give
new meaning to them in new contexts. While there are no name conflicts
between the current set of keywords in C# and the keywords introduced
in PT#, there are a couple of conflicts between the existing operators and
those we will introduce.

For all the requirements of PT# to be fulfilled, there are four keywords
from PTJ that need to be implemented in some way or another, and these
are:

• template – for defining a template.

• inst – for instantiating a template.

• adds – for adding fields to a class.

• with – for renaming a class and its fields and methods.

In addition to these keywords, there are two operators that have to be
implemented, and these are:

• equal-greater-than (=>) – for class renaming.

• hyphen-greater-than (->) – for field and method renaming.

Looking at the keywords already defined in C# [33], we can see that
there are no conflicts between them and the four keywords needed by
PT#. However, in an attempt to simplify things and reduce the number
of needed keywords, a few changes were made.

Looking at the operators we wish to implement, they are in fact both
already in use in C#. The => operator is used for two things: as the lambda
operator in lambda expressions, and for expression body definitions [34].
The -> operator is used as a combination of pointer dereferencing and
member access [32].

To deal with the conflicting operators there are two possible solutions. The
first is to find a way of inferring their meaning from the given context, thus
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allowing the reuse of existing operators for new operations. The other is to
find other combinations of characters that make sense to use as operators
for the given purpose.

In both cases the changes made to keywords and operators compared to
PTJ resulted in a change of syntax. let us have a look at what these changes
were and how the syntax was affected by them.

3.2 The Syntax of PT#

The changes I chose to make to the keywords were the removal of the adds
keyword, and the removal of the with keyword.

The main reason I decided to remove these keywords is because the
adds clause and rename clause can be inferred from the syntax of an inst
statement, thus not needing keywords to denote these clauses.

Another reason for removing these keywords goes back to what was men-
tioned earlier, that the introduction of new keywords can cause breaking
changes to existing programs, given that they are not implemented as con-
textual keywords. And in that sense, the less new keywords needed to
introduce a functionality, the better.

With removal of two keywords, two are left to be added to C#: template
and inst, and both of these were implemented as reserved identifiers.
They were implemented as reserved identifiers because I was not aware
of the possibility of implementing keywords as contextual before being
far on my way into the implementation. In hindsight I think it would
be a better choice to implement these keywords as contextual. However,
this would require some additional effort, especially since there are more
edge cases to take into consideration for contextual keywords compared
to reserved identifiers.

One could also argue that the keyword template has good reason to be a
reserved identifier and not a contextual keyword. The reason for this is
that in any language with the PT mechanism implemented in some form,
the template structure will be a root structure of the language, side by side
with structures such as namespaces/packages, classes, interfaces, etc. I see
it as good practice that core concepts of a language use reserved keywords
as to not cause confusion in its users.

Let us start by having a look at how the previous syntax for inst statements
worked in terms of renames and adds. In listing 3.1 we see the declaration
of a template T, containing classes A and B. In listing 3.2, we see the
instantiation of the template using PTJ syntax.
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1 template T
2 {
3 class A
4 {
5 int i;
6 int j;
7 }
8

9 class B
10 {
11 int x;
12 int y;
13 }
14 }

Listing 3.1: The template T used for the following two examples

1 inst T with A => AA (i -> ii, j -> jj)
2 B => BB (x -> xx, y -> yy);
3

4 class AA adds
5 {
6 int k;
7 }
8

9 class BB adds
10 {
11 int z;
12 }

Listing 3.2: Instantiating a template with PTJ syntax

The removal of the adds and with keywords for PT# was done by
changing the syntax of an inst statement. The new syntax of an inst
statement utilizes a block structure. This block structure looks similar to
other structures found within C# such as namespace declarations, class
declarations, method declarations, etc. Seeing that an inst statement of a
template in some sense yields a number of class declarations, it felt natural
to structure it this way. An example of this structure can be viewed in
listing 3.3, which accomplishes the same thing as the code in the previous
listing.

By having an open and close brace, the start and end of an instantiation
becomes easier to see. With the previous syntax, adding members to
classes was a separate statement which might not be straight forward
to read. Listing 3.4 gives an example of how this might be confusing,
although there probably are a lot of good solutions to this problem.
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1 inst T
2 {
3 A => AA (i -> ii, j -> jj);
4 B => BB (x -> xx, y -> yy);
5

6 AA
7 {
8 int k;
9 }

10

11 BB
12 {
13 int z;
14 }
15 }

Listing 3.3: Instantiating a Template with PT# Syntax

1 inst T1 with A => C;
2 // Are we done instantiating T1.A to class C here?
3

4 inst T2 with B => D;
5 // Or here?
6 class D adds
7 {
8 C someObject;
9 C anotherObject;

10 }
11

12 class C adds
13 {
14 int i;
15 }
16 // Aha! Now we are done!

Listing 3.4: Example of hard to determine instantiation

For this example we can imagine that we have the templates T1 and T2,
containing the simple classes, A and B, respectively. In the example the
templates are instantiated, each of the instantiations adding members to
their respective classes. The problem here is that it is hard to tell if the inst
statement involving T1 is done after line 1, or if we have an adds statement
somewhere later in the code.

One could also say that T1 is done instantiating when we reach line 4, since
another inst statement is started here. However, if this were so, we would
be unable to merge classes from different templates. Merging classes from
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different templates require two separate inst statements followed by an
adds statement. Thus, if the instantiation of T1 was concluded on line 4,
this would not be possible.

Line 15, where the adds statement is completed with a closing curly
brace, is the only place we can be assured that the instantiation of T1
is completed. Having this flexibility in separating the inst-with and
adds statement can cause some extra complexity when implementing the
parser, which is something I would like to reduce for PT#. The problem of
deciding where an instantiation is complete with the old syntax is in some
sense similar to the dangling else problem [1], which is also solved in most
cases by a change of syntax.

As you might have noticed by now, the new syntax lacks a vital possibility,
merging classes from different templates. If the inst keyword can only be
followed by the name of one template, we are unable to merge classes from
multiple templates together. Simply doing another inst statement after
the first will not be sufficient, as the previous inst statement has already
concluded and produced the classes defined within the instantiated
template. Subsequent inst statements attempting to rename classes to the
previously instantiated class will then result in naming conflicts.

To fix this issue, the new syntax will allow multiple templates to be given
to an inst statement. In the case that more than one template is given to an
inst statement, the qualified name of the classes within the template must
be used in the rename and adds clauses. An example of the resulting inst
statement syntax can be seen in listing 3.5

1 inst T1, T2
2 {
3 // Rename clause
4 T1.A => C;
5 T2.B => C;
6

7 // Addto clause
8 C
9 {

10 int i;
11 int j;
12 }
13 }

Listing 3.5: Multiple templates in one inst statement in PT#

Here we can see that the templates T1 and T2 are provided after the inst
keyword. Further, in the rename clause we see that class A from T1 is
referred to as T1.A, and class B from T2 is referred to as T2.B.
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Another option for tending to this requirement is the option of not
supplying any specific template to an inst statement. Instead, templates
can be named as they are needed within the statement. An example of this
can be seen in listing 3.6.

1 inst
2 {
3 // rename T1.A to C
4 T1
5 {
6 A => C;
7 };
8

9 // rename T2.B to C
10 T2
11 {
12 B => C;
13 };
14

15 // addto clause
16 C
17 {
18 int i;
19 int j;
20 };
21 }

Listing 3.6: Alternate structure of inst statement

This way of structuring an inst statement also accomplishes the grouping
of the clauses belonging to an instantiation by nesting them within a block.
However, I prefer the former approach to this problem since naming the
templates involved in an instantiation beforehand gives a good picture of
what the inst statement is meant to accomplish.

When it comes to the operators, both of the operators used in PTJ are
already in use in C#. Using the same operator for different things
does not have to be a problem as this is the case for a lot of already
existing operators, such as parenthesis () which can be used for casting
types, calling a method, or defining precedence in arithmetic and logical
expressions.

Having the parser differentiate between the use of the equals-greater-
than operator (=>) as the lambda operator, expression body definitions,
or renaming should not be too much of a challenge. The two former uses
of this operator are not found in the same place as the latter and thus can
not be confused.
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The same goes for the hyphen-greater-than operator (->), in which case
it is easy to differ between the use of it as a dereferencing operator and a
member rename operator. The latter only appears within an inst statement
and the former does not.

Even though using the operators from PTJ directly in PT# would not be
too much hassle, I decided to introduce a new operator instead. The
reason for this is more in respect to the programmer using PT# than the
parser. With a new operator introduced for renaming, it will be easier
for the programmer to recognize the various rename statements instead of
mistaking them for some other preexisting mechanism.

The new operator should still resemble the previous operators in some
way, so trying to find a combination of characters that form an arrow is a
good place to start. Of the many possibilities for creating arrows, I landed
on the use of a tilde (~) combined with a greater-than (>) to form the tilde-
greater-than operator (~>).

This operator seems like a good fit for use in renaming. The tilde character
is often used to denote that something is approximately equal to or similar
to something else (e.g. in mathematics). The same can be said for
renaming a class from one name to another, the class is the same, but the
name is not. Thus, combining this character with a greater-than character
to form an operator seems like a good choice.

Now that a new operator is introduced, why not just use it for both class
renaming and member renaming? In the same way as with the keywords,
we can infer from the structure if we are dealing with a class rename or a
member rename.

So what I have done is essentially go from what we see in listing 3.7 where
we use two different operators, the => and ->, to what we see in listing 3.8,
using only one operator, ~>.

1 A => AA (i -> ii, j -> jj);

Listing 3.7: Original rename operators

1 A ~> AA (i ~> ii, j ~> jj);

Listing 3.8: Rename with ~> symbol

The use of the new operator should be easily distinguishable between the
two use cases by looking at the parenthesis separating class renames and
member renames.
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3.3 The Semantics of PT#

The semantics of PT# will be the same as with PTJ, adhering to the
properties of PT as defined in section 2.1. The only difference between the
two is the placement of templates, which in PTJ is parallel with packages.

3.3.1 Where Can Templates Occur in PT#

In PTJ the templates can only occur as the outermost structure of the
language, parallel with the package structure. The closest structure in C#
resembling the package structure in Java is the namespace structure.

Both packages in Java and namespaces in C# provide the functionality
of preventing naming conflicts by giving its members a fully qualified
name consisting of the member name prefixed by the package/namespace
name. However, in Java, packages are also a part of the accessibility
model which makes its members invisible to the outside unless explicitly
declared public within the package. The same does not hold true for
namespaces in C#. Another difference is that in Java, a single file can
not contain more than one package whereas in C# it is permitted to have
multiple namespaces, both nested and parallel, declared in one single
file. This also leads to the last major difference between packages and
namespaces: packages reflect the underlying file system in that they are
named after the folder structure of the given project. In C# there is no
correlation between namespace names and the way the folders in the
project are structured. Even though C# doesn’t enforce namespace names
matching the file structure of a project, it is deemed good practice to do so.

For the implementation of PT# I have decided that templates only can
occur as the direct children of namespaces, that is, all templates must
be defined within namespaces, thus continuing the use of the namespace
structure as the root structure in C#. The reason for this is that this gives
me the naming structure of C# for free, saving me the work of having to
implement this all over again. In addition, namespaces provide a good
way of organizing code into intuitive collections of templates. In listing
3.9 you can see an example of how a collection of graph templates could
be organized within a project, thus allowing the programmer to browse
the various templates with the use of "dot-completion"1.

It is also worth noting that the root node of a syntax tree in C# is the
global namespace, so declaring a template outside of an explicitly declared

1dot-completion is a feature provided by most IDEs in which writing out a
declaration name followed by a dot (period) lists all the members of the declaration and
autocompletes the selected member, which can again be followed by a dot. This is very
useful when browsing namespaces/packages.
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1 namespace Templates
2 {
3 namespace Graphs
4 {
5 template Node { ... }
6 template Edge { ... }
7

8 namespace Trees
9 {

10 template BinaryTree
11 {
12 inst Node;
13 inst Edge;
14 }
15

16 template Heap
17 {
18 inst Node;
19 inst Edge;
20 }
21 }
22 }
23 }

Listing 3.9: Templates structured within namespaces

namespace will also be allowed. When something is declared outside
of an explicitly declared namespace, they become members of the global
namespace. In the case where something needs to be explicitly accessed
from the global namespace, the global keyword can be used, followed by
the :: operator. This is only needed in ambiguous cases, such as when a
nested declaration overshadows the global declaration and the intention
is to use the global declaration and not the nested one.

3.4 A PT# Code Example

After applying the changes to the definition of PTJ we get PT# with a
syntax conforming to the requirements defined for it at the start of the
chapter.

Implementing this in C# will introduce two new keywords, template and
inst, along with one new operator, ~> An example of the usage of PT# can
be seen in listing 3.10.

The example defines two new templates, T1 and T2, on lines 1 through 11,
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1 template T1
2 {
3 class A
4 {
5 int i;
6 int j;
7 int k;
8

9 int add(int a, int b) { ... }
10 }
11 }
12

13 template T2
14 {
15 class B
16 {
17 int n;
18 int p;
19 }
20 }
21

22 inst T1, T2
23 {
24 // First, rename clause
25 T1.A ~> AA (i ~> ii, j ~> jj, k ~> kk);
26 T2.B ~> BB (n ~> nn, p ~> pp);
27

28 // Then, adds clause
29 AA
30 {
31 int ll;
32 };
33

34 BB
35 {
36 int qq;
37 };
38 };

Listing 3.10: Example of valid PT# code

and 13 through 20 respectively. On line 22 we start the instantiation of
both templates with renames on line 25 and 26, and adds on 29 through
32 and 34 through 37. For a correct and complete implementation of PT#,
this example will be accepted and compiled by the compiler.





Chapter 4

Alternatives for Implementing
PT# with Roslyn

In this chapter we will have a look at the various alternatives for
implementing PT# with the help of Roslyn. As has been mentioned,
among all the features Roslyn supports, adding mechanisms to either
Visual Basic or C# is not one of them. There are Roslyn APIs for all sorts of
language inspection and refactoring, but the implementation themselves
remain hidden. Thus, the task at hand is not directly supported by Roslyn,
as it is meant to be used.

The entire Roslyn compiler platform is open source, meaning that the
code for both the Visual Basic and C# compilers are also open source
and are present within the code base. As I see it, there are at least three
possible options for implementing additional language mechanisms to
either Visual Basic or C# using Roslyn in some way or another.

The first option is to "abuse" the syntax tree API provided by Roslyn.
The syntax tree API in Roslyn provides various methods for transforming
syntax trees. This allows the user to inspect and generate new syntax trees
based on the existing syntax nodes. Since PT# syntax isn’t valid C# syntax,
feeding PT# code to the compiler will yield a syntax tree containing a lot of
Error nodes. These error nodes will contain PT code which can be parsed
and used to generate a correct syntax tree.

The second, and probably easiest option is to create an external preproces-
sor for PT# and use this to transform it to legal C# code. The resulting C#
code can be fed to Roslyn which will take care of the rest of the compila-
tion.

The third option is to step beyond being a standard user of Roslyn and
instead look at the source code of Roslyn. By doing this, changes can be
made to the compiler so that it accepts PT# natively.

39
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Each of these three options will be discussed in the following sections,
along with the pros and cons of the various approaches.

4.1 Option 1: Syntax Tree Transformation

The first option, as presented, is to "abuse" the syntax tree API. I call this
"abuse" because it effectively corrupts the benefits gained from using the
API as intended. I will go into detail about this later.

As explained in 2.2.4, Roslyn provides a syntax tree even when the code
has errors in it. If a PT# program is given to the syntax tree API, the
PT related parts of the code will manifest as error nodes in the resulting
syntax tree. These errors will either manifest themselves as missing
tokens, or the erroneous program text will be gathered as trailing trivia
on the previous node and marked as "skipped".

A program can then be written that traverses this syntax tree, finds these
erroneous nodes, and produces a repaired syntax tree that represents valid
C# code. One could argue that for small, more or less purely syntactical
additions to C#, this is a valid approach. In fact, a question was asked
on Stack Overflow1 about implementing the syntactical sugar shown in
listing 4.1.

1 // Suggested possibility
2 do {
3 // code ...
4 } until (i == 15)
5

6 // Equivalent in standard C#
7 do {
8 // code ...
9 } while (!(i == 15))

Listing 4.1: The do..until loop

To this, another user suggested to use the approach of traversing the
syntax tree produced from this erroneous code and replacing the error
nodes containing until (i == 15) with syntax nodes representing while
(!(i == 15)). The entire solution to implementing this was also given
in the answer, which can be seen in [30]. However, implementing PT# is
not quite as superficial as adding syntactic sugar for an already existing
mechanism, thus making it a bit more complicated.

1From https://stackoverflow.com/ : "Stack Overflow is the largest, most trusted online
community for developers to learn, share their programming knowledge, and build their
careers."
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However, I will give a rough outline of what would have to be done to
implement PT# in such a manner. First of all, the nodes containing errors
would have to be spotted. These errors would have to be sorted into
two categories: PT related code or actual erroneous code. Already at this
point the implementation would require doing some double lifting, as the
errors would have to be error-checked. Error-checking the errors has to be
done, because not only is PT related code marked as erroneous, but so are
all genuine mistakes (missing semi-colons, misspelled keywords, etc.) as
well.

After this, the PT related code found in the error nodes would have to
be parsed, which also requires a parser to be written. All the parsed
templates would have to be stored in some sort of structure that could be
accessed for every inst statement found among the errors. For every inst
statement, the error node would have to be replaced with syntax nodes
representing the class declarations from the template it instantiates. These
class declarations would also have to take into account all the renamings
and additions being done in the process.

One of the main issues with this approach is finding the errors. If one is
unlucky, the errors can also contain completely valid C# code that was not
parsed correctly due to a breach in C# syntax caused by correct PT related
code. In such a case, one would have to repair the syntax tree for code
written in standard C# as well. As mentioned in 2.2.4, errors can be stored
in two ways, either as nodes with IsMissing set to true containing what
the compiler assumes is missing, or as trivia attached to the previous node
the compiler parsed. Most likely, the majority of the code will be stored
as the latter, but the interference with the normal flow of things will likely
cause a few of the IsMissing type of errors throughout the syntax tree
as well. Either way, there is no good way of assuming how the errors
will manifest themselves and thus making it hard to implement a solution
complex enough to catch all the edge cases.

Employing what is normally used to represent errors to also represent
valid code effectively corrupts Roslyn’s ability to point out errors in the
code. In addition to this, if the transformation is successful, the resulting
syntax tree will contain no information on what the original code looks
like, thus eliminating the possibility of creating tools via Roslyn APIs for
PT# code.

4.2 Option 2: Use an External Preprocessor

The second option, using an external preprocessor, is probably the most
straightforward approach to implementing PT#. This means writing a
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parser that can parse PT# and transform it to standard C# code. This can
be achieved by using the transformations described in [6], which considers
the transformations that have to be done to translate PTJ to regular Java
code. However, as this describes the process with respect to Java, some
changes might have to be done to make it work with C#.

The reason I believe this to be the most straightforward approach is
because of the multitude of compiler building tools available on the
internet such as ANTLR2, YACC3, and JastAdd4 to name a few. These
tools let the user define language grammars and based on these grammars
generate programs that can lex and parse code, thus leaving only the
implementation of the semantic analysis left to be done.

In [21], a GitHub user named knat implements a metaprogramming
language derived from C# by using ANTLR to generate a parser and using
the produced syntax tree to generate a compilation in Roslyn. However,
as knat himself points out in [22], this method of extending C# is only good
for language prototyping, and not for an actual implementation.

In [26], a project called PT-compiler is presented which uses JastAdd as
a tool for creating a compiler that compiles PTJ to standard Java. This
approach was proven successful, so it would be safe to assume that a
similar approach can work for C# as well. However, this would have to be
done with a different tool seeing as JastAdd is specific to Java.

For this approach, one could start by finding a grammar for C# – of which
there are plenty – and extend this grammar to include PT related code and
generate a lexer and parser from the resulting grammar. After this is done,
the semantic analysis of the syntax tree would have to be implemented.
Lastly, C# code could be generated and fed into Roslyn which can take
care of the rest. At first glance, this may seem like a good idea, but then
again, it does not solve what I set out to do.

Implementing PT# in such a way does not really extend C#. What I
would accomplish is creating some sort of advanced preprocessor that
can read PT# code and translate it to standard C#. This implies that the
implementation would be dependant on C# to work, thus not a part of it.

Another issue with this approach is that I miss out on the use of the
powerful analytic tools provided by Roslyn. If I feed standard C# code
into Roslyn, as this approach implies, the analytics produced from it will
not give the users any information regarding the use of PT features as this
information is lost in the transformation process from PT# to standard C#.

2ANother Tool for Language Recognition – A tool used to generate parsers that can
build and walk parse trees.

3Yacc: Yet Another Compiler-Compiler – A tool for generating language parsers.
4From http://jastadd.org/web/ : "JastAdd is a meta-compilation system that supports

Reference Attribute Grammars (RAGs)."
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Worth noting is that this approach also defeats part of the purpose of
this thesis, which is to discuss the aptitude of Roslyn to implement new
language mechanisms for C#. By taking this route, I would indirectly
acknowledge that Roslyn is not suited for such a task as I look to third-
party applications to do parts of the implementation for me. However,
such an implementation would not be without benefits.

As pointed out, using such an approach is a good way to prototype a
programming language, so it can effectively be used to prototype PT#.
This would give valuable insight into how well PT fits with C# in regards
to syntax and semantics. This insight can help determine what parts of the
mechanism are redundant, and what parts need to be modified to better
work alongside other key aspects of the language.

4.3 Option 3: Modify the Source Code of Roslyn

It has thus been established that using the APIs Roslyn offers is not
sufficient for the task at hand. The third option proposed is to modify
the source code of Roslyn, made possible by the fact that the compiler for
C# is open-sourced through Roslyn. In accordance with the Apache 2.0
license, I am allowed to fork5 the Roslyn repository and hack away at the
source code to implement PT#. The fact that Roslyn is written in C# might
make it a bit easier for an outsider such as myself to get familiar with the
compiler.

However, by extending C# with this approach I also get to reap the benefits
of Roslyn in its entirety. A correct implementation of PT# in Roslyn itself
will make it possible for users of Roslyn to access analytics on PT# code,
and make available features such as error-detection and autocomplete.
This will of course require that I not only extend the compiler aspect of the
implementation, but also the language services for C# to accommodate the
changes in the compiler.

Thus, to achieve my goal I have to make modifications to the syntactic
analysis and the semantic analysis part of the C# compiler, maybe even to
the code generation part. The Roslyn repository has over five million lines
of code, and locating the place where the different parts of the compiler are
implemented is like finding a needle in a haystack. The sheer size of the
repository also means that there is a lot of code to take into consideration
when making changes. The multi-threaded nature of Roslyn combined
with the use of immutable structures at every turn can further complicate
this. I’ll get back to these problems later in the thesis.

5The process of making a copy of a git repository
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To start off, the syntactic analysis has to be modified, which involves
making changes to the lexer and parser. Since PT# introduces new
keywords and an operator to the C# language, the lexer needs to be
modified in such a way that it recognizes and creates syntax tokens from
these, making sure that they have the correct kind (see section 2.2.4). PT#
also introduces completely new syntax to C#, so after the lexer has been
changed to accommodate the new keywords and operator, the parser
has to be modified. The parser has to recognize the new mechanisms
introduced in PT# as valid syntax, and in turn create the proper syntax
nodes to represent them (see section 2.2.4).

If implemented correctly, the syntactic analysis should generate a syntax
tree from the provided PT# code. This syntax tree will also contain syntax
nodes representing the new constructs introduced in PT#. This syntax tree
will also be made available to the APIs of Roslyn for public use.

With a syntax tree representing the PT# program, the next part is the
semantic analysis. This involves figuring out where and how the symbol
table structure used in Roslyn is generated and filled with the declarations
found in the code, and then make sure that template declarations and
inst statements become a part of this process. The semantic analysis part
also involves doing scope resolution and type checking of the PT# code,
binding usages of templates to the appropriate declaration and so on.

After completing the implementation in both the syntactic and semantic
analysis, the code generation still remains. The code generation part
amounts to taking all the information gathered in the preceding parts and
producing code in the target language, CIL, from it. This can either be
done by writing custom assembly/bytecode for the new parts introduced
by PT#, or by finding a way to reuse existing code. The latter should be a
good approach considering that inst statements effectively can be replaced
by the classes they instantiate, thus alleviating the need to produce
bytecode for an inst statement. However, for template declarations this
might be more tricky.

If all of these steps are completed in a sufficient way, the result will be a
compiler platform that not only compiles PT# code to runnable code, but
also provides an array of information through the Roslyn APIs that can be
used to develop tools to analyze PT# and write better code.

As this seems to best fit the task of assessing the use of Roslyn
in implementing PT for C# this will be the way the project will be
approached.



Chapter 5

Implementation

In this chapter we will look at the implementation of PT# through
modifications and additions to the Roslyn source code.

We shall first look at the syntax analysis, which takes as input the textual
program code and generates a syntax tree in return. From there we will
continue to the semantic analysis, where declarations are first gathered
into a symbol table structure which is later used to bind name usages to
declarations and check that the semantics are correct with respect to scopes
and types.

As it turned out, the extension of the Roslyn C# compiler to a full PT#
compiler was not finished within the time frame of my masters project.
This might have been possible if I had started with a more straightforward
C# compiler, seeing as it took a lot of time to understand enough of
the Roslyn code base too be able to do the modifications and additions
properly. More on this in chapter 6. However, the last part of this chapter
will portray the plan I had for completing the semantic analysis for the
parts of PT# not yet implemented.

Throughout this chapter I will refer to actual names of classes, methods,
and files used in the code base of Roslyn. I felt that the use of these names
where needed to sufficiently explain the key parts of the implementation.
In addition, a lot of the examples provided are simplified and trimmed
down to the essential parts they aim to explain. For the original code, the
method and class names can be used to find the code in the code repository
[16, 17].

Before going into the details of the implementation, let us have a look at
the process of coming to grips with the Roslyn code base, which was one
of the most time consuming parts of the project.
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5.1 Coming to Grips with the Roslyn Code Base

The code base of Roslyn is quite large, boasting a total of five and a half
million lines of code spread across more than eleven thousand unique files.
Understanding which part does what, and finding where I will have to
make changes, is no easy feat. I will say more about this in chapter 6, but
will in this section describe the way I first managed to find a starting point
in the Roslyn code base.

I started out with browsing the tree of directories and files, trying to get
hints from the folder and file names as to where I could find the different
parts of the compiler. The idea that caused a breakthrough was to look at
the tests written for various parts of the compiler. Finding and studying
these tests revealed how the different parts of the compiler were meant to
work, and in extension helped me write my own tests defining how these
parts should work with respect to PT#.

Starting off with the syntax analysis of the compiler, my first stop was in
a file called DeclarationParsingTests in which I found tests related to
checking that the lexer and parser worked for different declarations. An
example of a test from this file can be seen in listing 5.1.

1 [Fact]
2 public void TestNamespace()
3 {
4 var text = "namespace a { }";
5 var tree = this.ParseFile(text);
6

7 Assert.NotNull(tree);
8 Assert.Equal(1, tree.Members.Count);
9 Assert.Equal(text, tree.ToString());

10 Assert.Equal(0, tree.Errors().Length);
11

12 Assert.Equal(SyntaxKind.NamespaceDeclaration, tree.Members[0].Kind());
13 var ns = (NamespaceDeclarationSyntax)tree.Members[0];
14 Assert.NotNull(ns.NamespaceKeyword);
15 Assert.NotNull(ns.Name);
16 Assert.Equal("a", ns.Name.ToString());
17 Assert.NotNull(ns.OpenBraceToken);
18 Assert.Equal(0, ns.Usings.Count);
19 Assert.Equal(0, ns.Members.Count);
20 Assert.NotNull(ns.CloseBraceToken);
21 }

Listing 5.1: Testing the Parsing of a Namespace Declaration

Here we can see how the syntax tree produced by a namespace declaration
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is tested to make sure everything is correct. In line 4, the program is stored
in the variable text, which is fed to the parser on line 5 and the root of the
resulting syntax tree is stored in the variable tree.

The lines following are a number of assertions checking that the resulting
syntax tree, tree, is correct. The first assertions check that we have a syntax
tree (line 7), that the syntax tree contains one member (line 8), that the
syntax tree is round-trippable back to the original program text (line 9),
and that it contains no errors (line 10).

Following this, the syntax node representing the namespace declaration is
extracted from the tree and a number of assertions test that the declaration
contains the namespace keyword, the name of the declaration, the opening
and closing brace of the declaration, and the number of members within
the declaration.

Using this as inspiration I could start with creating a test describing how
the simplest form of a template declaration should look and continue
by creating more and more complicated tests describing more complex
template declarations. The first test created can be seen in listing 5.2. It
is more or less a copy of the previous one, but adjusted so that it instead
tests the smallest possible template construction.

1 [Fact]
2 public void TestTemplate()
3 {
4 var text = "template t { }";
5 var file = this.ParseFile(text);
6

7 Assert.NotNull(file);
8 Assert.Equal(1, file.Members.Count);
9 Assert.Equal(text, file.ToString());

10 Assert.Equal(0, file.Errors().Length);
11

12 Assert.Equal(SyntaxKind.TemplateDeclaration, file.Members[0].Kind());
13 var t = (TemplateDeclarationSyntax) file.Members[0];
14 Assert.NotNull(t.TemplateKeyword);
15 Assert.NotNull(t.Name);
16 Assert.Equal("t", t.Name.ToString());
17 Assert.NotNull(t.OpenBraceToken);
18 Assert.Equal(0, t.Members.Count);
19 Assert.NotNull(t.CloseBraceToken);
20 }

Listing 5.2: Testing the parsing of a template declaration

This program will obviously not compile, as the constructs Syntax-
Kind.TemplateDeclaration on line 12 and TemplateDeclarationSyntax
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on line 13 are not defined. In fact, this already became apparent when I
entered the above program text into Visual Studio, as a red squiggly line1

immediately appeared under these constructs. Roslyn, working under the
hood of Visual Studio, could not find the corresponding declarations.

This is a good example of Roslyn at work, providing continuous feedback
on code written in Visual Studio. One of the goals of the implementation
is to have this work for PT# as well. Using the analysis provided by
Roslyn I could quickly navigate to the different code files in which things
must be defined to progress with the tests. Upon defining the required
structures the tests could be run in debug mode, allowing me to step
through the code statement by statement and come to grips with the flow
of the compiler stages.

Writing tests before the actual implementation is often referred to as test
driven development [8], or TDD for short. However, my use of this
practice is more directed towards the exploration of an existing code base,
which sets it apart from the original definition of the TDD concept.

With this form of TDD, I can explore Roslyn while at the same time
implementing PT# piece by piece. When a test passes, a more complex
one is written and has to be passed by further implementation until I am
unable to write new tests that fail while still adhering to the PT# syntax
and semantics.

5.2 The Syntax Analysis

The syntax analysis consists of two steps, first the lexing of the program
text into tokens, then the parsing of these tokens into syntax nodes. When
syntax analysis is implemented, I should be able to feed the compiler with
a program written in PT# and the compiler will be able to produce a syntax
tree (see 2.2.4) representing the given program.

In explaining the syntax analysis of the compiler, I will first review
the process of creating syntax nodes to represent the new structures
introduced to C#.Then I will proceed to reviewing the process of creating
a syntax tree containing these newly defined syntax nodes.

1Red squiggly lines in Visual Studio work in much the same way as in word processors
such as Word and Google Docs, etc. When they are present, it means there is something
wrong with whatever is above it.
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5.2.1 Implementing Syntax Nodes and Tokens

As presented in 2.2.4, syntax nodes are the non-terminal nodes of the
syntax tree whereas syntax tokens are the leaf nodes. The first thing that
needs to happen when implementing classes to represent the new syntax
nodes and tokens introduced in PT# is to add the appropriate new kinds
to Roslyn.

Adding New Kinds to Roslyn for PT#

In 2.2.4, the concept of kinds was introduced, which is a value denoting
the kind for any given syntax node or syntax token. These kinds are
implemented as values defined in an enum called SyntaxKind. The
SyntaxKind enum contains all the kinds (see 2.2.4) we find in Roslyn.
In this enum, there are values for every type, declaration, keyword,
punctuation, etc.

This enum is tightly coupled with a class named SyntaxKindFacts. The
SyntaxKindFacts class contains a multitude of methods related to the
enums defined in SyntaxKind. The methods contained here do anything
ranging from determining if an enum value is a punctuation symbol
through the method IsPunctuation, to check if an enum value is a
reserved keyword through IsReservedKeyword, or convert from a string
to an enum value and vice versa.

This means that any additions to the SyntaxKind enum have to take this
into account so that the new enum value falls in between the appropriate
ranges for the SyntaxKindFacts methods to work correctly. In some cases
it is also necessary to change some of the SyntaxKindFacts methods to
include new enum values.

Within the SyntaxKind enum, the next available value for punctuation
kinds is 8222, the next available values for keyword kinds is 8385, and the
next available value for declaration kinds is 8860. The resulting additions
to SyntaxKind can be seen in listing 5.3.

This also required a bit of tweaking on a few methods in SyntaxKind-
Facts, such as extending the range of punctuation kinds by one, so it also
includes 8222 which is the new operator TildeGreaterThanToken.

Defining new enum values is the first thing that should be done when
implementing something that requires new syntax nodes to be created.
This will become clear in the next section where I will explain the process
of creating syntax nodes for each of the elements introduced by PT#.
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1 namespace Microsoft.CodeAnalysis.CSharp
2 {
3 public enum SyntaxKind : ushort
4 {
5 // ... SyntaxKinds already defined
6

7 // Punctuation
8 TildeGreaterThanToken = 8222,
9

10 // Keywords
11 TemplateKeyword = 8385,
12 InstKeyword = 8386,
13

14 // Declarations
15 TemplateDeclaration = 8860,
16 InstStatement = 8861,
17 RenameStatement = 8862,
18 ClassRenameStatement = 8863,
19 AddsStatement = 8864
20 }
21 }

Listing 5.3: The PT# part of the SyntaxKind enum

The Syntax Generation Tool

An important tool found in the Roslyn project folders is the syntax
generator tool. The tool is used to generate syntax node classes based
off a description of the syntax nodes in an XML-formatted file. This
file is called Syntax.xml and contains XML tags for every syntax node
used in the syntax tree of Roslyn. The syntax nodes generated contain
everything needed to make them a part of the Roslyn APIs, just not the
implementation of the API methods themselves.

The generator tool is run through a script called generate-compiler-code
and produces a file called Syntax.xml.Syntax.Generated.cs containing
all the syntax nodes defined in the Syntax.xml file and various factory
methods for generating new objects from these classes. So to get new
syntax nodes generated along with the existing ones, they must be added
as XML tags to the Syntax.xml file.

When reviewing the semantic analysis stage of the compiler we will
also see that the generation tool generates a set of default methods
related to this stage aswell. However, the default methods generated for
the semantic analysis are not influenced by how the various nodes are
generated, as opposed to the code generated for the syntax analysis.
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Let us have a look at how the NamespaceDeclarationSyntax is described
in XML, since this is closely related to the template structure I wish to
implement. The code can be seen in listing 5.4.

1 <Node Name="NamespaceDeclarationSyntax" Base="MemberDeclarationSyntax">
2 <Kind Name="NamespaceDeclaration"/>
3 <Field Name="NamespaceKeyword" Type="SyntaxToken">
4 <Kind Name="NamespaceKeyword"/>
5 </Field>
6 <Field Name="Name" Type="NameSyntax"/>
7 <Field Name="OpenBraceToken" Type="SyntaxToken">
8 <Kind Name="OpenBraceToken"/>
9 </Field>

10 <Field Name="Externs" Type="SyntaxList<ExternAliasDirectiveSyntax>"/>
11 <Field Name="Usings" Type="SyntaxList<UsingDirectiveSyntax>"/>
12 <Field Name="Members" Type="SyntaxList<MemberDeclarationSyntax>"/>
13 <Field Name="CloseBraceToken" Type="SyntaxToken">
14 <Kind Name="CloseBraceToken"/>
15 </Field>
16 <Field Name="SemicolonToken" Type="SyntaxToken" Optional="true">
17 <Kind Name="SemicolonToken"/>
18 </Field>
19 </Node>

Listing 5.4: The syntax node for a namespace declaration described in
XML

The opening tag, Node, names it NamespaceDeclarationSyntax and states
that it is derived from the base MemberDeclarationSyntax. The first tag
nested within the Node tag is the Kind tag, setting the SyntaxKind of the
node to be NamespaceDeclaration.

The rest of the tags within the Node tag are Field tags that specify what
fields the class should contain. A namespace declaration has to have
a NamespaceKeyword, a Name, an OpenBraceToken and CloseBraceToken,
a list of Externs, a list of Usings, a list of Members, and an optional
SemicolonToken.

It is also worth noting that the order in which the tags are placed within the
Node tag is of no importance. The XML tag only defines what the syntax
node derived class should contain, and the parser is left with the job of
checking the syntax and collecting all of the tokens before creating a new
object of this class.

Using the NamespaceDeclarationSyntax as a source of inspiration the
TemplateDeclarationSyntax was created and resulted in the XML tag that
can be seen in listing 5.5.
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The syntax node resulting from this XML tag will be called Template-
DeclarationSyntax and be derived from MemberDeclarationSyntax,
same as a NamespaceDeclarationSyntax. Its Kind will be Template-
Declaration which is one of the newly added values to the SyntaxKind
enum.

The syntax node will contain a field for the TemplateKeyword which also
uses one of the newly defined SyntaxKind values to define its Type. Then
there are all the typical fields of a C# structure; Name, OpenBraceToken,
CloseBraceToken, and a SemicolonToken which is set to be optional.

In addition to these fields, there is also a field called Members, of type
SyntaxList<MemberDeclarationSyntax>. This field is a list that can hold
syntax nodes that conform to the type MemberDeclarationSyntax. This
also includes a lot of syntax nodes that should not be members of a
template, such as namespace declarations, but specific rules of this type
is also a job for the parser, not the XML representation of the syntax node
itself.

1 <Node Name="TemplateDeclarationSyntax" Base="MemberDeclarationSyntax">
2 <Kind Name="TemplateDeclaration"/>
3 <Field Name="TemplateKeyword" Type="SyntaxToken">
4 <Kind Name="TemplateKeyword"/>
5 </Field>
6 <Field Name="Name" Type="NameSyntax"/>
7 <Field Name="OpenBraceToken" Type="SyntaxToken">
8 <Kind Name="OpenBraceToken"/>
9 </Field>

10 <Field Name="Members" Type="SyntaxList<MemberDeclarationSyntax>"/>
11 <Field Name="CloseBraceToken" Type="SyntaxToken">
12 <Kind Name="CloseBraceToken"/>
13 </Field>
14 <Field Name="SemicolonToken" Type="SyntaxToken" Optional="true">
15 <Kind Name="SemicolonToken"/>
16 </Field>
17 </Node>

Listing 5.5: The syntax node of a template declaration described in XML

If PT# is to be expanded at a later time to include type parameterization,
this is the place to start. Fields to hold type parameters, constraints, and
maybe other things need to be added to the XML representation of a
template declaration syntax node.

Let us also have a look at the InstStatementSyntax which is the second
key syntax that is being implemented. The XML tag for this syntax node
can be seen in listing 5.6.
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For this syntax node, the base is also MemberDeclarationSyntax. This
allows it to be a part of the Members list found in a TemplateDeclaration-
Syntax or NamespaceDeclarationSyntax. It also makes sense to give an
inst statement the same base as a class declaration, which is also Member-
DeclarationSyntax, since that is what the result of an inst statement is,
one or more class declarations.

1 <Node Name="InstStatementSyntax" Base="MemberDeclarationSyntax">
2 <Kind Name="InstStatement"/>
3 <Field Name="InstKeyword" Type="SyntaxToken">
4 <Kind Name="InstKeyword"/>
5 </Field>
6 <Field Name="Templates" Type="SeparatedSyntaxList<NameSyntax>"/>
7 <Field Name="OpenBraceToken" Type="SyntaxToken" Optional="true">
8 <Kind Name="OpenBraceToken"/>
9 </Field>

10 <Field Name="RenameList"
11 Type="SyntaxList<ClassRenameStatementSyntax>"/>
12 <Field Name="AddsList" Type="SyntaxList<AddsStatementSyntax>"/>
13 <Field Name="CloseBraceToken" Type="SyntaxToken" Optional="true">
14 <Kind Name="CloseBraceToken"/>
15 </Field>
16 <Field Name="SemicolonToken" Type="SyntaxToken">
17 <Kind Name="SemicolonToken"/>
18 </Field>
19 </Node>

Listing 5.6: The syntax node of an inst statement described in XML

The InstStatementsSyntax has optional fields for the open and close
braces, the reason for this is that an inst statement can simply instantiate a
template without having any renames or adds at all, thus only requiring a
keyword, name, and semicolon. This will result in the classes of the named
template being instantiated as they are defined within the template.

Here we also see a few new elements to this definition separating it from
the previous two. The first is the use of SeparatedSyntaxList<Name-
Syntax> which is a list that holds NameSyntax nodes that are separated
by something, which in this case are commas. Exactly what the separator
is in such a list is defined in the parser.

The other two noticeable differences are the types on line 10 and 11, which
are set to lists of ClassRenameStatementSyntax and AddsStatementSyntax
respectively. These two lists hold the statements found in the renaming-
clause and adds-clause of an inst statement.

These two syntax nodes along with all the other XML tags can be found in
appendix A, but the syntax nodes I have provided as examples up to now
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should be sufficient to understand the concept of generating syntax node
classes.

This concludes the creation of new syntax nodes representing the struc-
tures that are introduced to C# when implementing PT. The next section
will review the code related to the lexer, which is the first part of generat-
ing a syntax tree.

5.2.2 Implementing the Lexer

The lexer is in charge of creating tokens from the program text. After this is
done, the parser takes over. For PT# there are specifically two things that
need to be done with the lexer, the first of which is making it recognize
the two new keywords: template and inst, and the second is making it
recognize the new operator: TildeGreaterThan.

The process of extending the lexer also starts off in the SyntaxKind enum,
where values representing new keywords and operators have to be added.
The SyntaxKind values are required to define the Kind of the token the
lexer will generate based on the characters it reads. The enum values
added for the PT# keywords and operators have already been revealed
in listing 5.3.

After adding SyntaxKind values, most of the remaining logic of the lexer is
found in the class Lexer. The Lexer class spans almost five thousand lines
of code and contains methods for scanning characters into tokens along
with the leading and trailing trivia.

The central method in this class is ScanSyntaxToken which is where the
scanning of each new token starts, thus making it the entry point for
extending the lexer.

ScanSyntaxToken is a giant switch statement which looks at the next
character being lexed and delegates the lexing to the appropriate method
based on what it finds. A small snippet of this switch can be seen in listing
5.7. Here we observe that the method ScanStringLiteral is called if the
lexer sees that the next character being lexed is the start of a string literal.

There are also cases in which the switch directly sets the SyntaxKind
without going through another method. This is done for most of the
operators as they consist of only a few characters opposed to string literals
or identifiers which have an indefinite length.

An example of such a case can be seen in listing 5.8 where a tilde (~) is
recognized, and the Kind is set to TildeToken. As we see in the listing, the
Kind belongs to an object named info, which is the SyntaxToken currently
being built by the lexer.
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1 // Start scanning the token
2 character = TextWindow.PeekChar();
3 switch (character)
4 {
5 case ’\"’:
6 case ’\’’:
7 this.ScanStringLiteral(ref info);
8 break;
9

10 // ... more cases
11 }

Listing 5.7: Scanning string literals in the lexer

1 case ’~’:
2 TextWindow.AdvanceChar();
3 info.Kind = SyntaxKind.TildeToken;
4 break;

Listing 5.8: Scanning the tilde token in the lexer

For the lexer to be able to recognize the tilde-greater-than token, this
switch case has to be extended to look ahead one extra character. This
can be done by using the method PeekChar of the TextWindow. If the lexer
sees that the next character after the tilde is a greater-than character, the
Kind can be set to TildeGreaterThanToken which is the token used as the
rename operator in PT#. The resulting case can be seen in listing 5.9.

1 case ’~’:
2 TextWindow.AdvanceChar();
3 if (TextWindow.PeekChar() == ’>’)
4 {
5 TextWindow.AdvanceChar();
6 info.Kind = SyntaxKind.TildeGreaterThanToken;
7 }
8 else
9 {

10 info.Kind = SyntaxKind.TildeToken;
11 }
12 break;

Listing 5.9: Scanning the tilde-greater-than token in the lexer

The recognition of keywords in the lexer has a few more steps to it. If this
had been done in the same manner as with operators it would require a
ridiculous amount of logic to check for all possible keywords. Instead,
the lexer delegates the responsibility of lexing keywords to a method
called ScanIdentifierOrKeyword which also, as the name implies, lexes
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identifiers.

This method is called in multiple cases, one of which can be viewed in
listing 5.10.

1 case ’a’:
2 case ’b’:
3 // ... rest of the lower case alphabet
4 case ’A’:
5 case ’B’:
6 // ... rest of the upper case alphabet
7 case ’_’:
8 this.ScanIdentifierOrKeyword(ref info);
9 break;

Listing 5.10: Scanning an identifier or a keyword in the lexer

This method is also called in some cases after the @ character is scanned,
but this is kept in a separate case since there is some additional logic to
determine if it is the start of an identifier or not.

What ScanIdentifierOrKeyword essentially does is scan characters until
reaching a character that implies that it is done, such as a white space,
period, semicolon, etc. Upon reaching such a character, the scanned
characters are gathered and set as the syntax tokens Text value. After this
is done, the syntax token is sent through a few more methods ending up
in a method called GetKeywordKind located in the SyntaxKindFacts class
which was mentioned earlier.

This method is another switch listing up a large number of cases, one for
each keyword. For each case, the appropriate SyntaxKind is returned.
In listing 5.11 we see a small snippet of this method including cases
recognizing the PT# keywords, template and inst.

If this switch ends up in the default case, the kind None is returned which
makes the lexer check if it is dealing with a contextual keyword. If this is
not the case either, the lexer assumes that the token is an identifier, thus
giving it SyntaxKind.IdentifierToken as its Kind value.

This should give a rough outline of the process in extending the lexer to
recognizing new keywords and operators. I say ’rough outline’ because
there is some additional work to be done for the lexer to work properly, but
these few steps are the most essential pieces and should provide sufficient
insight into the process.

With an understanding of how keywords and operators are added to the
lexer, let us have a look at the parser and what parts have to be touched
here.
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1 public static SyntaxKind GetKeywordKind(string text)
2 {
3 switch (text)
4 {
5 case "bool":
6 return SyntaxKind.BoolKeyword;
7 case "byte":
8 return SyntaxKind.ByteKeyword;
9 // ... more cases with the other keywords in C#

10 case "template":
11 return SyntaxKind.TemplateKeyword;
12 case "inst":
13 return SyntaxKind.InstKeyword;
14 default:
15 return SyntaxKind.None;
16 }
17 }

Listing 5.11: Scanning PT# keywords in the lexer

5.2.3 Implementing the Parser

The parser takes over for the lexer after syntax tokens have been created
to represent the program text. These syntax tokens are read by the parser
and used to create syntax nodes, thus building a syntax tree. The logic in
the parser is more complex than the lexer, as this is the place all the error
handling is done.

Most of the logic for the parser is contained within the LanguageParser
class spanning over twelve thousand lines of code. This is also the class
in which I have done the most changes, contributing over one thousand
lines of code! The huge size of the language parser makes it hard to
go into detail on every aspect of it, so instead I will try to highlight the
general pattern used throughout it to parse syntax tokens and to generate
syntax nodes from them. The way in which errors are handled will also be
explained on a general level.

The parser found in Roslyn implements a recursive descent pattern [2],
starting off with a call to the parser method ParseCompilationUnit. When
the parsing is complete, this method will return a CompilationUnitSyntax
which is the root node of a syntax tree.

In a recursive descent parser, every unit is responsible for parsing itself, so
in ParseCompilationUnit, the CompilationUnitSyntax is parsed, which
only holds one member, the global namespace. This member is parsed
through the method ParseNamespaceBody which continues the descent
through calling parse methods for its own members.
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The ParseNamespaceBody Method

This method is used for parsing the global namespace as well as other
namespaces. For other namespaces, ParseNamespaceBody is called after
already parsing the namespace keyword along with the name of the
namespace and an opening curly brace. But for the global namespace, the
method is called directly, thus the fields containing the keyword, name,
and open curly brace are null. With this difference, the method is able to
determine if the namespace it is parsing is the global one or not.

The parsing of namespace members happens in a while loop. This
loop only breaks when the end of a namespace is reached, which is
either at the end of a file or at the close brace of the namespace block.
Since a namespace can contain a multitude of different members, the
this.CurrentToken.Kind is looked at to determine what is being parsed
and which method to call to take care of it. In most cases the ParseMember-
DeclarationOrStatement ends up being called.

The ParseMemberDeclarationOrStatement is called with a parameter
named parentKind of type SyntaxKind denoting what kind called the
method. In this case the parentKind is given a CompilationUnit which
is the kind given to the global namespace.

The ParseMemberDeclarationOrStatement Method

Remembering back to the XML-tag defining the TemplateDeclaration-
Syntax we see that it has MemberDeclarationSyntax as its base, thus
making this method the location in which the parsing of a template should
take place.

As mentioned in 3.3.1, the placement of templates should only be allowed
in namespaces, so when parsing a template it is important to make sure
that it is done within a namespace and not other container types such as
classes, enums, or interfaces to name a few.

This subsequently means that when the ParseMemberDeclarationOr-
Statement method is called with either a CompilationUnit or Namespace-
Declaration as a parent, a TemplateDeclarationSyntax is one of the
possible return values of this method. The same holds true for an Inst-
StatementSyntax, which can also be placed in the global namespace or
any named namespace as well. The resulting addition to this method can
be seen in listing 5.12.

This snippet of code checks the parent Kind, and if it is either a
CompilationUnit or a NamespaceDeclaration it proceeds to check if the
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1 if (parentKind == SyntaxKind.CompilationUnit ||
2 parentKind == SyntaxKind.NamespaceDeclaration)
3 {
4 if (IsTemplateDeclarationStart())
5 {
6 return this.ParseTemplateDeclaration();
7 }
8

9 if (IsInstStatementStart())
10 {
11 return this.ParseInstStatement();
12 }
13 }

Listing 5.12: Parsing a template or inst statement in ParseMember-
DeclarationOrStatement

tokens currently waiting to be parsed are the start of either a Template-
DeclarationSyntax or an InstStatementSyntax. The methods checking
this will not be reviewed here, but what they mainly do is to check the
current and following tokens for either the TemplateKeyword or Inst-
Keyword.

Adding this to the ParseMemberDeclarationOrStatement method creates
a new path for the parser to follow which ends up parsing the new syntax
nodes introduced by PT#. Out of the two methods, ParseTemplate-
Declaration (called on line 6) and ParseInstStatement (called on line
11), only ParseTemplateDeclaration will be reviewed here which should
be sufficient to gain a basic understanding of how the parsing process is
completed. However, if you wish to have a look at the more complex
method ParseInstStatement, this can be found in the code of the project
repository [16, 17].

The ParseTemplateDeclaration Method

To make this method a bit simpler to present, I have split it into two parts.
The first part can be seen in listing 5.13 which includes the parsing of the
tokens involved in a template declaration. The second part of the method
can be seen in listing 5.14 which is the part residing inside the while loop
starting on line 8 in the first listing. Some details of the method have also
been removed to make it simpler to explain.

The first four lines of listing 5.13 are pretty straightforward. What happens
here is that the template token is eaten by the parser and stored in
templateToken, then the name is parsed by ParseQualifiedName and
stored in name. After this, the open brace token is eaten and stored in
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1 private MemberDeclarationSyntax ParseTemplateDeclaration()
2 {
3 var templateToken = this.EatToken();
4 var name = this.ParseQualifiedName();
5 var openBrace = this.EatToken(SyntaxKind.OpenBraceToken);
6 SyntaxList<MemberDeclarationSyntax> members = new SyntaxList<>();
7

8 while (true)
9 {

10 // ... parse members
11 }
12

13 SyntaxToken closeBrace;
14 if (openBrace.IsMissing)
15 {
16 closeBrace =
17 SyntaxFactory.MissingToken(SyntaxKind.CloseBraceToken);
18 }
19 else
20 {
21 closeBrace = this.EatToken(SyntaxKind.CloseBraceToken);
22 }
23

24 SyntaxToken semicolon = null;
25 if (this.CurrentToken.Kind == SyntaxKind.SemicolonToken)
26 {
27 semicolon = this.EatToken();
28 }
29

30 return _syntaxFactory.TemplateDeclaration(
31 templateToken,
32 name,
33 openBrace,
34 members,
35 closeBrace,
36 semicolon
37 );
38 }

Listing 5.13: Parsing a template declaration in ParseTemplate-
Declaration

openBrace, and before starting the parsing of members, a new list called
members is instantiated.

The EatToken method can either be called with no parameter, the way
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it is done for the template token, or it can be called with an expected
kind provided as a parameter, returning a MissingToken should the eaten
token not match with the expected token. The reason I do not provide a
parameter in the first call to EatToken is that the precondition for entering
this method is that the parser already knows that the current token is a
TemplateKeyword which is the kind eaten and stored in templateToken.

After the template members have been parsed, which we will look at
shortly, the parser proceeds with parsing the close brace token and
the optional semicolon token, before it finally generates a Template-
DeclarationSyntax syntax node which is returned to the caller of this
method.

When attempting to parse the close brace token, the parser first checks if
there was an open brace token. If the open brace token was set as missing,
the close brace token is set as missing as well. By doing this, the parser
ensures that the next close brace token is matched with the previous open
brace token. However, if the open brace token was in fact parsed, then
the parser will attempt to parse the next token expecting it to be the close
brace token of the template declaration.

Continuing onward to the semicolon token, this is originally set to null
since this is an optional token. If the parser sees that the next token is a
semicolon, this will be eaten and stored in semicolon, thus replacing the
null.

The parsed tokens and list of members are then used as parameters to
the factory method _syntaxFactory.TemplateDeclaration which returns
a new syntax node object of type TemplateDeclarationSyntax.

The way in which the members of the template are parsed can be viewed
in listing 5.14. What happens here is that the current tokens Kind is
checked against three possibilities; either its a possible start of a template
member, or its the end of the member declaration part of the template, or
it is an error.

The first case, in which the current token is a possible start of a template
member, the parser attempts to parse this method through a call to Parse-
TemplateMemberDeclarationOrStatement. This method further checks
the tokens following and returns a syntax node representing the parsed
tokens. If this fails, a null is returned, marking the following syntax as an
error. This is cleaned up by a call to SkipBadTemplateMemberListTokens
which will be explained later.

The second case, in which the current token marks the end of the member
declaration part of the template, the parser simply breaks out of the while
loop, which resumes the ParseTemplateDeclaration after the while loop.

The third case, which is the case that applies if the other two do not, entails
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that the current token is out of place and does a call to SkipBadTemplate-
MemberListTokens in an attempt to clean it up.

We have now seen how a template declaration is parsed, and much of
the same logic can be seen in the other parsing methods throughout the
LanguageParser class with varying degrees of complexity. But before I
conclude explaining how the parser works, we should have a look at how
the error clean up method, SkipBadTemplateMemberListTokens looks like.

1 SyntaxKind kind = this.CurrentToken.Kind;
2

3 if (CanStartTemplateMember(kind))
4 {
5 var memberOrStatement =
6 this.ParseTemplateMemberDeclarationOrStatement(templateToken.Kind);
7

8 if (memberOrStatement != null)
9 {

10 members.Add(memberOrStatement);
11 }
12 else
13 {
14 this.SkipBadTemplateMemberListTokens(ref openBrace, members);
15 }
16 }
17 else if (
18 kind == SyntaxKind.CloseBraceToken ||
19 kind == SyntaxKind.EndOfFileToken ||
20 this.IsTerminator()
21 ) {
22 break;
23 }
24 else
25 {
26 this.SkipBadTemplateMemberListTokens(ref openBrace, members);
27 }

Listing 5.14: The while-loop in ParseTemplateDeclaration

The SkipBadTemplateMemberListTokens Method

If we recall how Roslyn handles errors from 2.2.4, we remember that these
are stored as either MissingTokens as we have seen an example of in
the previous listings, or in more severe cases, as TrailingTrivia on the
preceding syntax node. The method SkipBadTemplateMemberListTokens
is an implementation of the latter.
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The SkipBadTemplateMemberListTokens method is implemented twice,
with a different set of parameters in the signature. The version called from
line 26 in listing 5.14 takes in a reference to a SyntaxToken naming it open-
Brace, and a SyntaxList naming it members. The code for this method can
be seen in listing 5.15.

1 private void SkipBadTemplateMemberListTokens(
2 ref SyntaxToken openBrace,
3 SyntaxList members)
4 {
5 if (members.Count > 0)
6 {
7 var tmp = members[members.Count - 1];
8 this.SkipBadTemplateMemberListTokens(ref tmp);
9 members[members.Count - 1] = tmp;

10 }
11 else
12 {
13 GreenNode tmp = openBrace;
14 this.SkipBadTemplateMemberListTokens(ref tmp);
15 openBrace = (SyntaxToken)tmp;
16 }
17 }

Listing 5.15: Initiating the handling of errors when parsing a template

This method simply initiates the error handling by finding the previous
node and sending a reference of it to the next method which does all the
heavy lifting. In the case that the list of members is not empty, a reference
of the last member is sent as a reference to the next method. In the case
that the list is empty, the openBrace node is sent to the next method. The
next method can be seen in listing 5.16.

What happens in the second part of the error handling is that the errors
found are appended to the node sent in as a reference by adding them as
TrailingTrivia. This can be seen at the end of the method where the Add-
TrailingSkippedSyntax method is called with the node in question and a
list of all the errors are sent in as parameters.

The list of errors is generated in the while loop starting at line 14. Before
this, the current token is added to the list of errors, as this has already been
confirmed an error, if not this method would never have been called.

The while loop looks at the current token’s Kind, breaking out of the loop
if it is a possible start of a legal member within a template, determined
through the call to CanStartTemplateMember on line 17. If the token was
not determined as such, the method continues into a switch statement.
The switch has three possible outcomes.
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1 private void SkipBadTemplateMemberListTokens(ref GreenNode previousNode)
2 {
3 int curlyCount = 0;
4 var tokens = _pool.Allocate();
5 bool done = false;
6

7 var token = this.EatToken();
8 token = this.AddError(
9 token,

10 ErrorCode.ERR_InvalidMemberDecl,
11 token.Text);
12 tokens.Add(token);
13

14 while (!done)
15 {
16 SyntaxKind kind = this.CurrentToken.Kind;
17 if (CanStartTemplateMember(kind)) { break; }
18

19 switch (kind)
20 {
21 case SyntaxKind.OpenBraceToken:
22 curlyCount++;
23 break;
24 case SyntaxKind.CloseBraceToken:
25 if (curlyCount-- == 0)
26 {
27 done = true;
28 continue;
29 }
30 break;
31 case SyntaxKind.EndOfFileToken:
32 done = true;
33 continue;
34 default:
35 break;
36 }
37 tokens.Add(this.EatToken());
38 }
39 previousNode = AddTrailingSkippedSyntax(
40 (CSharpSyntaxNode) previousNode,
41 tokens.ToListNode());
42 }

Listing 5.16: Handling errors when parsing a template
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The three outcomes are as follows; if an open curly brace is found, the
curly brace count is incremented, and the loop continues. If a close curly
brace is found, the current curly brace count is compared to 0, followed
by a decrement of the count, if the curly brace count was 0, the loop exits.
The last outcome happens when an EndOfFileToken is parsed, in which
case the loop also exits. In essence, it keeps track of the level of nesting.

After each run through the switch statement, if the loop does not exit, the
current token is added to the list of errors, and upon breaking the loop, all
these errors are added to the previous node as stated earlier.

This is a typical example of how the error handling is implemented
throughout the parsing in Roslyn. The complexities of such methods
may vary, but the pattern itself is recognizable in all of them. With these
methods in place, the parser will not break down upon encountering an
error, but generate a syntax tree with errors that can be analyzed at a later
time.

This concludes the review of syntax analysis of the compiler which starts
with a program text and ends when a syntax tree has been generated. A lot
of work was put into this part that has not surfaced during these last few
sections, but the examples and explanation provided should be sufficient
to get a rough idea of how the various parts of PT# were implemented.

It may also seem like a lot of effort to put into something as simple as a
lexer and parser, which in most cases can be generated by compiler tools
as described in chapter 4. However, having to take into consideration that
the syntax analysis is exposed through the syntax API of Roslyn puts a
lot of extra work into even the simplest things. But with Roslyn, the extra
effort pays off in the form of advanced analysis tools and API exposure
allowing users of Roslyn to create tools for coding with templates.

5.3 The Semantic Analysis

The semantic analysis part of a compiler is responsible for checking that
the syntax tree produced by the syntactic analysis represents a correct
program according to the static semantic rules. Dynamic semantics, on
the other hand, describe how a program should be executed, and will not
concern us here. Therefore, semantics will in the following sections refer to
the static semantics of a program. The tasks of the semantic analysis can
be split into two categories: scope resolution and type checking.

Scope resolution means figuring out the scope of each declaration, and
from this decide, for each name usage, which declaration it refers to.
The process of connecting name usages to declarations is also known as
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binding.

Type checking means checking that wherever types occur in the program,
they are used correctly. In C# it would not make sense to declare an int
variable and assign a string value to it. This situation would cause a type
mismatch since the left hand side of the assignment expression expects
an int value, and the right hand side gives a string value. Since this is
perfectly legal syntax, this and similar situations should be caught by the
type checking part of the semantic analysis.

In Roslyn, the semantic analysis is accomplished in two stages. The first
stage is gathering declarations throughout the program into a symbol table
structure, and the second stage is the scope resolution and type checking
of declarations and their usages in the program code. All the information
gathered here is stored in the semantic model presented in 2.2.5.

Each stage of the semantic analysis in Roslyn will be explained in the
following sections, each of them preceded by a section reviewing one
of the tests written to define correct behaviour, thus employing TDD
as described in section 5.1. But before getting into these parts, we are
well served with an introduction to the visitor pattern which is used
throughout the implementation of the semantic analysis.

5.3.1 The Visitor Pattern

The visitor pattern is a design pattern for separating an algorithm from
the structure on which it operates [14]. This is done, as the name implies,
by having a visitor visit objects of a structure. For Roslyn, this structure is
the syntax tree.

Each object which the visitor operates on is required to have a method the
visitor can call with itself as the parameter. This method is conventionally
named Accept which we can see an example of in listing 5.17. This listing
shows the implementation of Accept in the TemplateDeclarationSyntax
class, which is the class for a template declaration node.

1 public override void Accept(CSharpSyntaxVisitor visitor)
2 {
3 visitor.VisitTemplateDeclaration(this);
4 }

Listing 5.17: The TemplateDeclarationSyntax’s generated Accept
method

As can be seen in the listing, the only thing the Accept method does
is make a call to the visitor object’s VisitTemplateDeclaration method,
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supplying itself (this) as a parameter. The implementation of Visit-
TemplateDeclaration can be seen in listing 5.18 and is an example of a
Visit method.

Visit methods are implemented for each different object of the structure
which the visitor operates on. The naming convention for Visit methods
generated by the syntax generator tool in Roslyn uses Visit, followed by
the SyntaxKind of the object being visited, as it is done for Template-
DeclarationSyntax (which has the kind TemplateDeclaration). The
Visit method of the visitor applies the chosen algorithm on the object
passed in as a parameter.

1 public virtual void VisitTemplateDeclaration(
2 TemplateDeclarationSyntax node)
3 {
4 this.DefaultVisit(node);
5 }

Listing 5.18: The CSharpSyntaxVisitor’s generated Visit method

As mentioned in section 5.2.1, the syntax generator tool also generates
code for the semantic analysis which is where the examples seen in the pre-
vious two listings (5.17, 5.18) are collected from. The generated code can
be found in the files Syntax.xml.Internal.Generated.cs and Syntax-
.xml.Main.Generated.cs. These files contain the implementation of the
base visitor class, CSharpSyntaxVisitor, as well as the implementation of
the Accept methods in the syntax node classes to go with it.

In the latter of the two listings, we see that the DefaultVisit method is
called; this is the default implementation of all the Visit methods in the
CSharpSyntaxVisitor class. However, to implement the visitor pattern for
a specific purpose, a new class derived from CSharpSyntaxVisitor can be
created in which the needed Visit methods can be overridden to perform
specific tasks.

This is the technique used throughout the semantic analysis of Roslyn,
with classes derived from CSharpSyntaxVisitor performing specific tasks
by visiting the syntax tree. In fact, the CSharpSyntaxVisitor class is
exposed through the Roslyn APIs as well, thus allowing users of Roslyn
to employ the visitor pattern to develop tools. Implicitly, since the syntax
nodes for PT# are defined in the XML-file for the syntax generator tool, PT#
is effectively a part of the visitor pattern implementation exposed by the
public Roslyn APIs.
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5.3.2 Tests for the Declaration Gathering Stage

To find my way in the Roslyn code base for the semantic analysis part,
the same method described in section 5.1 is employed. A test defining the
correct behaviour will be written and used to step through the code to find
the critical sections that need to be changed.

The first part of the semantic analysis is the gathering of declarations, for
which tests can be found in the SemanticModelGetDeclaredSymbolAPI-
Tests class. The tests found in this file use a method called GetDeclared-
Symbol which attempts to find a symbol (ref. section 2.2.5) for a given
syntax node in the symbol table of the semantic model (ref. section 2.2.5).

A symbol, as we may recall from section 2.2.5, represents a distinct element
declared in the source code, the symbol table of the semantic model is
populated by these. Each symbol represents a declaration by having a
pointer to the declaration object representing said declaration in the syntax
tree. The symbol also contains other information, such as a pointer to the
nearest enclosing namespace.

The symbol table structure used in Roslyn is quite tricky to understand,
as it is split into two tiers. The first tier will be referred to as the symbol
table throughout the rest of the chapter and contains symbols pointing
to namespace and type declarations. Symbol tables are only found in
namespace declarations. The second tier will be referred to as the binder
throughout the rest of the chapter and contains non-type declarations, that
is, declarations that do not define a new type or namespace, binders are
found at every scope level.

Briefly explained, each symbol representing a namespace has a symbol
table. The symbol tables are populated with symbols representing types
or namespace declarations. Each symbol representing a type or a
namespace has a binder for its scope, which is populated with the symbols
representing the declarations made in this scope. A symbol representing
a class declaration, for instance, has a binder populated with symbols
representing its field and method declarations. A symbol representing a
method declaration will in turn also contain a binder with all of its local
variables and so on.

When adding template declarations into this mix, the intention is to also
have symbol tables in the symbols representing template declarations. The
reason for this is that they both represent a collection of type definitions,
so templates should also have a symbol table populated with the types
declared within it.

With this in mind, the test seen in listing 5.19 was written. The goal of
this test is to define the successful result of creating and getting a symbol
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representing a template declaration from the symbol table. Let us have a
look at this test in detail.

1 [Fact]
2 public void GetDeclaredSymbolFromTemplate()
3 {
4 var compilation = CreateStandardCompilation(@"
5 namespace N
6 {
7 template T
8 {
9 }

10 class C
11 {
12 }
13 }
14 ");
15

16 var tree = compilation.SyntaxTrees[0];
17 var model = compilation.GetSemanticModel(tree);
18

19 var root = tree.GetCompilationUnitRoot();
20 var namespaceDecl = (NamespaceDeclarationSyntax)root.Members[0];
21 var namespaceSymbol = model.GetDeclaredSymbol(namespaceDecl);
22 Assert.NotNull(namespaceSymbol);
23 Assert.Equal("N", namespaceSymbol.Name);
24

25 var classDecl = (ClassDeclarationSyntax)namespaceDecl.Members[1];
26 var classSymbol = model.GetDeclaredSymbol(classDecl);
27 Assert.NotNull(classSymbol);
28 Assert.Equal("C", classSymbol.Name);
29

30 var templateDecl = (TemplateDeclarationSyntax)namespaceDecl.Members[0];
31 var templateSymbol = model.GetDeclaredSymbol(templateDecl);
32 Assert.NotNull(templateSymbol);
33 Assert.Equal("T", templateSymbol.Name);
34 }

Listing 5.19: Testing GetDeclaredSymbol for a TemplateDeclaration-
Syntax

In the first few lines (4-14) a compilation is set up with CreateStandard-
Compilation which takes in a program as a string and returns a
Compilation object. The Compilation object will have a SyntaxTree object
of the parsed program in its list, SyntaxTrees, containing all syntax trees
of a Compilation.
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The PT# program provided is a simple example of a template declaration
within a namespace. For now, the test settles with asserting the creation
of a symbol representing a template declaration, but other tests that can
be found in the project code [16] also assert the creation of symbol tables
within symbols representing template declarations.

Another detail worth noticing about this test is that there are no non-type
declarations present, this is done so that the declaration gathering stage
can be implemented without having to think about the binder, which will
be tackled in a later section.

After the Compilation object of this program is set up, the SemanticModel
of the compilation is retrieved, this is done by first retrieving the Syntax-
Tree of the program on line 16, and feeding it to the GetSemanticModel
method of the compilation on line 17. This method creates a new semantic
model containing pointers to the compilation, syntax tree, and a Binder-
Factory which is used for creating binders.

Lines 19 through 23 show the process of testing GetDeclaredSymbol of a
NamespaceDeclarationSyntax. First the node containing the namespace N
is retrieved, which is the compilation root, or simply, the root of the syntax
tree. In the program, the namespace N is the first member of the root syntax
node, so in line 20 the NamespaceDeclarationSyntax for N is retrieved.
Line 21 attempts to get the NamespaceSymbol for N, and the success of this
is asserted on the following two lines which first checks that the returned
symbol is not null (line 22) and then checks that it has the expected name, N
(line 23). The same procedure is repeated for the ClassDeclarationSyntax
on lines 25 through 28.

Lines 30 through 33 is where I add the tests that assert the success in
gathering a template declaration. This is placed last in the test so that
in stepping through GetDeclaredSymbol for the namespace and class
declaration I can see what steps are done to produce a successful outcome.
In addition, having assertions for the namespace and class symbols
located before checking for the template symbol also makes it easier to
notice any breaking changes I might make by accident.

5.3.3 From a Syntax Node to a Declaration

As mentioned, the symbols populating the symbol table represent names-
pace and type declarations in the program code. These declarations are in
turn represented as declaration objects. This implies that the creation of
declaration objects is a prerequisite to creating symbol tables. Declaration
objects are created using the syntax nodes from the syntax tree which rep-
resent declarations in the program code. The resulting declaration objects
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are stored as a separate tree structure: the declaration tree. Thus, the first
step in the semantic analysis is the creation of the declaration tree from the
syntax tree.

Briefly summarized, the syntax tree is made up of syntax nodes, whereas
the declaration tree is made up of declaration objects. Declaration objects
point to nodes in the syntax tree containing declarations. Symbols, on
the other hand, are also separate objects which reside in the symbol table.
Symbol objects point to declaration objects, thus we can follow a symbol
object to a syntax node object by going through the declaration object.

Declaration objects are objects of classes derived from the abstract2

Declaration class. This class is the base of all declaration classes found
in the declaration tree and consists of only three fields, the Name of
the declaration, the Kind of the declaration, and the Children of the
declaration. The Name is a string, Kind is a SyntaxKind value, and Children
is a list of the namespace and type declaration objects that are members of
the given declaration.

There are two classes directly derived from the abstract Declaration
class, the abstract SingleNamespaceAndTypeDeclaration and Merged-
NamespaceAndTypeDeclaration classes. The reason for this is the possi-
bility in C# of splitting up declarations of types and namespaces through
the use of the partial keyword. The partial keyword can be used
to spread the declaration of a class or type across several files, thus re-
quiring the need to gather all these partial, or "single", declarations into
one "merged" declaration. Both the "single" and "merged" NamespaceAnd-
TypeDeclaration classes are further derived into "single" and "merged"
NamespaceDeclaration and TypeDeclaration classes which are the non-
abstract classes representing namespace declarations and type declara-
tions in the program code respectively.

The declaration tree resulting from the declaration gathering con-
sists of objects of type MergedNamespaceDeclaration and MergedType-
Declaration, each of these objects consisting of SingleNamespace-
Declaration and SingleTypeDeclaration objects respectively.

Understanding this class hierarchy is important when making changes to
the declaration gathering part in the beginning of the semantic analysis.
The reason for this is that the algorithm used to gather declarations is
tightly coupled with this class hierarchy. The first part of the algorithm
starts by creating a declaration tree of "single" declarations and afterwards
traversing this tree creating a declaration tree of "merged" declarations
which is the final result of the declaration gathering part. This coupling

2An abstract class is a class that can not be instantiated, thus requiring a non-abstract
subclass to be used.
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also impacts the way I have to implement the gathering of template
declarations.

For the time being, distinct templates have to be declared in a single
declaration, but for future versions of PT# it could be interesting to
explore the possibility of declaring templates using the partial keyword
as well. However, the tight coupling between the declaration gathering
algorithm and the declaration class hierarchy forced the implementation
of both the "single" and "merged" version of the TemplateDeclaration
class. These two classes had to be derived from the NamespaceAndType-
Declaration classes due to the invariant of the declaration tree structure:
that all its members are object types derived from the "single" or "merged"
NamespaceAndTypeDeclaration class.

The process of gathering declarations starts in a method called For-
Tree. This method is located within the class DeclarationTreeBuilder
which is a visitor class derived from CSharpSyntaxVisitor class that was
introduced in 5.3.1. ForTree returns an object of type SingleNamespace-
Declaration which is the type of the root in a declaration tree. This is
implied from the fact that the root node of a syntax tree – from which the
declarations are gathered – is the global namespace.

The ForTreemethod can be seen in action in listing 5.20. The method starts
by creating a visitor of type DeclarationTreeBuilder and calls the Visit
method on this supplying the root of the syntax tree as the parameter.

1 public static SingleNamespaceDeclaration ForTree(SyntaxTree syntaxTree)
2 {
3 var builder = new DeclarationTreeBuilder(syntaxTree);
4 return builder.Visit(syntaxTree.GetRoot());
5 }

Listing 5.20: Initiation of the visitor pattern in the declaration gathering
part

This is where the beauty of the visitor pattern, and how it is implemented
in CSharpSyntaxVisitor, is revealed. By overriding the Visit method
related to declaration syntax nodes in DeclarationTreeBuilder, the
visitor pattern can be implemented to only act on syntax nodes that
represent declarations, thus ignoring all the other syntax nodes.

With this in mind, I can accomplish the creation and gathering of Single-
TemplateDeclaration objects through overriding the Visit method as-
sociated with objects of type TemplateDeclarationSyntax, namely the
VisitTemplateDeclaration method as seen in listing 5.21.

This method returns a SingleTemplateDeclaration consisting of the
name of the template, a reference to the declaration syntax node of
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1 public override SingleNamespaceOrTypeDeclaration VisitTemplateDeclaration(
2 TemplateDeclarationSyntax node)
3 {
4 return new SingleTemplateDeclaration(
5 name: node.Name.GetUnqualifiedName().Identifier.ValueText,
6 syntaxReference: _syntaxTree.GetReference(node),
7 nameLocation: new SourceLocation(node.Name),
8 children: VisitTemplateChildren(node));
9 }

Listing 5.21: The override of VisitTemplateDeclaration in Declaration-
TreeBuilder

the template, the span (ref. 2.2.4) of the template, and a list of child
declarations of the template such as class declarations, etc.

The returned SingleTemplateDeclaration is later used to create a Merged-
TemplateDeclaration. However, since MergedTemplateDeclarations
only consist of one SingleTemplateDeclaration (since partial declara-
tions are unavailable for templates), this part does not introduce any new
aspects worth mentioning.

The implementation of both the SingleTemplateDeclaration and Merged-
TemplateDeclaration can be seen in the project code [16], along with the
various methods related to its creation such as the Visit/Accept method
overrides.

Now, with an intuition of how the creation of declaration objects is done,
let us have a look at where and how they are used to create the symbols
populating the symbol table.

5.3.4 From a Declaration to a Symbol

Using the declaration objects from the declaration tree, symbols can be
created and put in the symbol table of Roslyn. Symbols are objects
which represent distinct declarations in the program code (ref. 2.2.5) and
are implemented as objects of types derived from the abstract Symbol
class. There are a multitude of different types derived from the Symbol
class, making the hierarchy more complex to grasp than the Declaration
hierarchy explained earlier. However, we can direct our focus towards the
NamespaceOrTypeSymbol class which is one of the classes derived from the
Symbol class.

The NamespaceOrTypeSymbol is further derived into the NamespaceSymbol
and TypeSymbol classes and so on. The class that needs the most
attention is NamespaceSymbol which is where we find the symbol table,
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as mentioned when reviewing the tests for the declaration gathering. The
symbol table is manifested as a Dictionary3 mapping declaration names
to symbol objects.

Since the symbol tables are found within namespace symbol objects, we
can’t have this pattern repeating ad infinitum; thus there has to be a root
namespace symbol which is not located in any symbol table. This is the
symbol representing the global namespace. The symbol for the global
namespace is stored directly in the semantic model (2.2.5), implicitly
meaning that subsequent symbols can be found by accessing it. This
symbol object contains a pointer to the root of the declaration tree which
is an object of type MergedNamespaceDeclaration as we may recall from
earlier (5.3.3).

After the symbol for the global namespace is created, its symbol table is
built through a method called MakeNameToMembersMap. This method is
called the first time the symbol table of a namespace (In this case, the
global namespace) is requested through the method GetNameToMembers-
Map. A simplified version with the core elements of MakeNameToMembers-
Map can be seen in listing 5.22.

1 private Dictionary<string, ImmutableArray<Symbol>> MakeNameToMembersMap()
2 {
3 var builder = new NameToSymbolMapBuilder();
4 foreach (var declaration in _declaration.Children)
5 {
6 builder.Add(BuildSymbol(declaration));
7 }
8 var result = builder.CreateMap();
9

10 // .. a lot of other stuff happens here
11

12 return result;
13 }

Listing 5.22: Extract of MakeNameToMembersMap from the NamespaceSymbol
class

The builder declared on line 3 is simply a list containing Symbol objects
that can be converted to a Dictionary by a call to CreateMap as seen
on line 8. As was explained, a NamespaceOrTypeSymbol points to a
distinct declaration in the declaration tree, this declaration is stored in
the _declaration field of the object, thus making _declaration.Children
iterated on line 4 the child nodes (members) of the given declaration in the
declaration tree. The method BuildSymbol called on line 6 simply creates

3A Dictionary is a class from C#’s Collection library used to store key-value pairs.
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a Symbol object based on the declaration from the declaration tree passed
in as a parameter.

This means that at some point, an object of type MergedTemplate-
Declaration will be passed into BuildSymbol, thus requiring support for
handling this declaration type. BuildSymbol decides what symbol to build
based on a switch statement on the DeclarationKind4 of the declaration
passed as a parameter. The code creating a TemplateSymbol based on the
enclosing symbol (this) and the MergedTemplateDeclaration can be seen
in listing 5.23.

1 case DeclarationKind.Template:
2 return new TemplateSymbol(
3 this, (MergedTemplateDeclaration)declaration
4 );

Listing 5.23: Creating a TemplateSymbol in BuildSymbol

This also required the implementation of the TemplateSymbol class used to
represent template declarations in the program. The TemplateSymbol class
is derived from the NamespaceOrTypeSymbol class, the reason it is derived
from this class and not the Symbol class is also a case of tight coupling. This
tight coupling springs from the invariant of the symbol table, which is that
it can only contain objects of types derived from NamespaceOrTypeSymbol,
thus requiring TemplateSymbol to also be derived from this type.

As mentioned, symbols representing template declarations in PT# should
also contain a symbol table populated with their members. This caused
the TemplateSymbol class to be a rather complex class to implement, and
the resulting implementation can be seen in the source code of [16, 17].

With the template symbol implemented, along with the appropriate steps
needed to create it, a few more things need to be done to make it available
through the Roslyn APIs.

The semantic model structure is implemented in the SemanticModel class
which exposes methods such as GetDeclaredNamespaceOrType which lets
the user search the semantic model for the symbol referring to a given
syntax node. This is something that should also work when searching for
the TemplateSymbol for a given TemplateDeclarationSyntax.

For the template symbol, this required the implementation of a method
called GetDeclaredTemplate. This method starts by looking up the
enclosing symbol, which can be one of two things. Either the enclosing
symbol is the global namespace, or it is an explicit namespace. The two
different possibilities can be viewed in listing 5.24.

4DeclarationKind is an enum with values for different kinds of declarations, similar
to the SyntaxKind enum, only for declarations and not syntax nodes/tokens
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1 NamespaceOrTypeSymbol container;
2 if (declarationSyntax.Parent.Kind() == SyntaxKind.CompilationUnit)
3 {
4 container = _compilation.Assembly.GlobalNamespace;
5 }
6 else
7 {
8 container = GetDeclaredNamespaceOrType(declarationSyntax.Parent);
9 }

Listing 5.24: Finding the symbol containing the template in question

Having found the containing symbol, this can be used to find the symbol
of the syntax node in question. This is done through another method
found in the semantic model called GetDeclaredMember. The method takes
three parameters; the container symbol, the span (section 2.2.4) of the
syntax node we are finding the symbol for, and the name of the symbol
we are looking for.

GetDeclaredMember starts off by calling the container’s GetMembers
method and providing the name of the symbol being searched for. This
gets the symbol table of the containing symbol, which as we remember
is either a NamespaceSymbol or a TemplateSymbol, and filters it based on
the provided name. For each symbol matching the name, the span is com-
pared to the span of the provided syntax node. If the two spans match,
the symbol is returned. A simplified version of this code can be seen in
listing 5.25, which should give an intuition of what happens, although the
real code is a bit more verbose and complicated. For the full version of this
code, check out the method in the code repository [16, 17].

1 Symbol GetDeclaredMember(
2 Symbol container,
3 TextSpan declarationSpan,
4 string name
5 ) {
6 var collection = container.GetMembers(name);
7

8 foreach (var symbol in collection)
9 {

10 if (symbol.location === declarationSpan)
11 {
12 return symbol;
13 }
14 }
15 }

Listing 5.25: Comparing spans in GetDeclaredMember
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With the previous steps implemented, the compiler is able to recognize
and gather template declarations into the symbol table. In addition to this,
users of the Roslyn Symbols API can request a symbol of a given template
declaration syntax node. This can further be used to develop tools for
running diagnostics and code improvements, which is a nice bonus for
the extra effort.

This concludes the first part of the semantic analysis, the gathering of
namespace and type declarations into symbol tables. With this done, it
is time to bring the binder into play which will serve as both the structure
storing non-type declarations throughout the program code, and looking
up bindings from usages to declarations and making sure these adhere to
the scope and type rules defined.

5.3.5 Tests for the Binding Stage

To bring the binder into play, a test was written with a situation in which
the binder was needed. This was done by writing a test involving a
program that has non-type declarations. In an attempt to hit two birds
with one stone, the test also adds scope resolution and type checking into
the mix through an assignment expression. The test can be seen in listing
5.26.

1 [Fact]
2 public void TestBindingInSimpleTemplate()
3 {
4 var text = @"
5 template N
6 {
7 class C1
8 {
9 }

10

11 class C2
12 {
13 C1 _c = new C1();
14 }
15 }";
16 CreateStandardCompilation(text).VerifyDiagnostics();
17 }

Listing 5.26: Testing the binder in the semantic analysis stage

The test starts in the same manner as the previous one, by creating a
compilation. However, it is followed by a call to the compilation’s Verify-
Diagnostics method. VerifyDiagnostics goes through the compiler’s
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syntactic and semantic analysis with the compilation object and gathers up
the errors produced. After this is done, the errors gathered are compared
to the list of expected errors which can be provided as a parameter to the
method. If no list of expected errors is provided, VerifyDiagnostics is
expected to not encounter any errors, implying that the program found in
the compilation object is correct.

The reason this test satisfies the conditions for bringing the binder into
play can be seen on line 13 of the listing. This line contains an assignment
expression that is located within C2. The left hand side of this expression
is a field declaration of type C1 named _c. This field is assigned to the
right hand side of this expression which is a new instance of C1, through
invoking the constructor of C1. This brings the binder into play for the
following tasks:

1. Storing non-type members: A symbol representing the member _c
should be stored in the binder of class C2.

2. Scope resolution: Check that the constructor of C1 is accessible from
the right hand side of the expression.

3. Type checking: Check that the right hand side of the expression
returns a type that conforms to the left hand side.

When using the TDD approach (see section 5.1) as is done here, it is
expected that the test will fail, thus requiring the implementation of the
parts that make the test pass. As expected, running the test in listing 5.26
yielded errors, and this popped up in the console as seen in listing 5.27.
Not only did the test produce an error for the compiler not being able to
find the type C1, but the diagnostics also returned a warning stating that
the variable _c1 is never used. However, this warning can be ignored, as
this is not related to the part of the binder this test is made to check.

1 //(10, 9): error CS0246:
2 // The type or namespace name ’C1’ could not be found
3 // (are you missing a using directive or an assembly reference?)
4 // C1 _c = new C1();
5 Diagnostic(ErrorCode.ERR_SingleTypeNameNotFound, "C1")
6 .WithArguments("C1")
7 .WithLocation(10, 9)
8 //(10, 12): warning CS0169: The field ’C2._c’ is never used
9 // C1 _c = new C1();

10 Diagnostic(ErrorCode.WRN_UnreferencedField, "_c")
11 .WithArguments("C2._c")
12 .withLocation(10, 12)

Listing 5.27: Binding error on first run

Now the implementation of the binder with respect to templates and their
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members can commence. When a sufficient implementation is provided,
this test will pass and new tests with more complicated cases can be
written.

5.3.6 The Binding Stage

The first encounter with the binder during a compilation happens in a
method called AddNonTypeMembers. This method is called when a non-
type member is encountered during the generation of the symbol table.
For instance, when the symbol representing class C2 in the test in listing
5.26 is created, the non-type member _c is encountered.

As we may recall from earlier in the semantic analysis, only symbols of
type NamespaceAndTypeSymbol are stored in the symbol table. All the other
declarations, such as the non-type members are stored in the binder. The
point of AddNonTypeMembers is to add these non-type declarations to the
binder of the enclosing symbol.

The method AddNonTypeMembers starts by calling GetBinder which initi-
ates a visitor pattern that results in the generation of binders for each dec-
laration introducing a new scope to the program.

The visitor class, implementing the visitor pattern in regards to binding,
is called BinderFactoryVisitor and is also derived from the generated
visitor object, CSharpSyntaxVisitor. The BinderFactoryVisitor object
starts at the root node of the syntax tree and generates binders for
namespace declarations, template declarations, type declarations, etc., as
it works its way down the syntax tree through Visit and Accept calls.

When binders have been generated from the root node of the syntax tree
and down to the symbol currently calling AddNonTypeMembers, the current
symbol’s binder is returned from GetBinder. With the binder now in place,
AddNonTypeMembers now proceeds to add the non-type members of the
symbol to the binder along with the appropriate information regarding
the scope resolution (scope, access, etc.) and type. For the code in listing
5.26, this means storing the symbol for the field _c in C2’s binder along
with its scope (N.C2) and type (C1).

For AddNonTypeMembers to work correctly with respect to templates, the
GetBinder method must be adjusted to also generate and return a binder
for template symbols. By using the same technique as earlier, Visit-
TemplateDeclaration can be overridden in the BinderFactoryVisitor
class in which the generation of said binder can commence. The resulting
method can be seen in a highly simplified version in listing 5.28.

The method takes two parameters. The parent parameter is the Template-
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1 internal override Binder VisitTemplateDeclaration(
2 TemplateDeclarationSyntax parent,
3 int position)
4 {
5 Binder result;
6 Binder outer;
7

8 outer = (Binder)_factory.GetBinder(parent.Parent, position);
9

10 return MakeTemplateBinder(parent, parent.Name, outer);
11 }

Listing 5.28: The VisitTemplateDeclaration in BinderFactoryVisitor

DeclarationSyntax the binder is being created for, and the position
parameter is the start of the span (2.2.4) of the TemplateDeclaration-
Syntax. First, the method finds the binder containing the Template-
DeclarationSyntax (the enclosing declaration’s binder). Then a binder
is created for the template with a call to MakeTemplateBinder.

The binder is implemented in the Binder class which is declared across
31 different files using partial class declarations. Needless to say, it
is quite big. The class contains a lot of logic concerning the different
checks it performs and is in itself complex and hard to grasp. For my
implementation, I have focused on the use of this class in the GetBinder
method and other related methods, as well as the Lookup methods which
are responsible for looking up given symbols in the binder when binding
usages to declarations.

For the Lookup to work, the method LookupMembersInTemplate was
implemented and hooked into the lookup algorithm in the method
LookupMembersInternal. If we again use listing 5.26 as an example,
this method will be called in the process of binding the use of the C1
constructor on line 13, to the declaration of C1 on line 7.

This is the point where the implementation comes to a halt. The compiler
reaches the point where the symbol representing the declaration of the C1
constructor is found in LookupMembersInTemplate, but following this, a
call is made to CheckViability. This method, among other things, checks
that the declaration is accessible from where it is used (a part of the scope
resolution), which fails as the project stands now.

For anyone looking to pick up where I left off, this would be a good
place to start searching for clues. Either there is some tweaking that
needs to be done in the CheckViability method to properly compare
access for template members, or the problem lies in the generation of
the binders in the AddNonTypeMembers with respect to setting access to
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template members.

5.4 Completing the Implementation

As the project stands now, the obvious first thing to do is further study the
binder part of the Roslyn compiler so that it can be completed. When this
part is finished, there is only one important task remaining, which is the
implementation of the inst statement, including proper treatment of name
changes and adds-parts. The syntactical aspects of the inst statement have
already been taken care of, and with the binder finished, we can assume
that a full semantic analysis and check of a free-standing template can be
performed by the compiler. Thus, what is missing is the replacement of
inst statements with the classes of the templates they instantiate, after first
applying the given name changes and adds-parts.

This is done by first making a copy of the tree for the template being
instantiated. Then, this copy must undergo the given name changes, and
the given adds-parts must be added to the corresponding classes. Finally,
the node for the inst statement (and the subtree of which it is the root)
must be replaced by the copy that has now been adjusted according to the
instructions in the given inst statement.

One should note that this may lead to new errors in the program where
the inst statement occurs, so after all instantiations are performed, a full
semantic test of the resulting syntax tree should be made. In fact, the
regular C# compiler can be used for this, as the resulting syntax tree
should describe a regular C# program.

We may here note that this also solves the problem of producing runnable
code for a PT# program: since the resulting syntax tree describes a regular
C# program, the compiler already knows how to produce runnable code
from it.

Achieving the restructuring of syntax trees as described above can to
a large extent be done by the help of the powerful APIs provided by
Roslyn. one of the features provided by the APIs of Roslyn is the creation
and duplication of syntax nodes and the subtree of which it is the root.
While the immutable (2.2.2) structures of Roslyn do not allow changes,
such as renaming, to be made to syntax node objects, these immutable
structures provide methods to create new objects based on the old ones
with the specified changes. These methods have names such as WithName,
WithMembers, etc. Basically, any field found in a syntax node can be
replaced with the use of With methods.

To give an intuition of how a With method works, an example is provided
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in listing 5.29. This method, WithName, takes in a string, name, which is
passed along with all the other values of the namespace declaration syntax
node to the Update method. The Update method simply returns a new
object with all of the values passed in as parameters as values of the fields.

1 public NamespaceDeclarationSyntax WithName(NameSyntax name)
2 {
3 return this.Update(
4 this.NamespaceKeyword,
5 name,
6 this.OpenBraceToken,
7 this.Externs,
8 this.Usings,
9 this.Members,

10 this.CloseBraceToken,
11 this.SemicolonToken);
12 }

Listing 5.29: The WithName method of a NamespaceDeclarationSyntax

By taking advantage of the various "With" methods, it should be fairly
simple to produce the correct tree from a template given the instructions
found in the corresponding inst statement. When it comes to the issue of
class merging, I see it as a plausible solution to simply mark all class nodes
in the restructured tree carrying the same name as "partial" declaration
nodes. By doing this, the C# mechanism allowing partial declarations can
take care of merging the classes.

Even with the methods described above, the picture of exactly where this
should happen is still a work in progress. A good suggestion would be the
overridden methods VisitNamespaceDeclaration and VisitTemplate-
Declaration in the DeclarationTreeBuilder. Since inst-statements can
only occur in either namespaces or templates, handling them as they occur
in these two methods should be sufficient. In listing 5.30 a proposed
solution is provided, this listing shows the VisitNamespaceChildren
method, which is called within VisitNamespaceDeclaration to visit all
the members of the given namespace.

Before the additions of the lines 7-14, the essential part of this method was
adding the members of the namespace (iterated in line 17) as declarations
in the childrenBuilder list, which in turn becomes the Children field of
the resulting NamespaceDeclaration.

The code added in lines 7-14 iterates all the inst statements found in
the namespace and generates classes from these through the method
GenerateClassesFromInst. The GenerateClassesFromInst method will
implement the four steps listed above. After the classes have been
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1 private ImmutableArray<TypeDeclaration> VisitNamespaceChildren(
2 CSharpSyntaxNode node,
3 SyntaxList<MemberDeclarationSyntax> members)
4 {
5 // ...
6

7 // This part is new ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
8 foreach (var member in members.ofType(InstDeclarationSyntax))
9 {

10 var newClasses = GenerateClassesFromInst(instDeclaration);
11 members.add(newClasses);
12 }
13 members.remove(members.ofType(InstDeclarationSyntax));
14 // ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
15

16 var childrenBuilder = new ArrayBuilder<TypeDeclaration>();
17 foreach (var member in members)
18 {
19 SingleNamespaceOrTypeDeclaration namespaceOrType = Visit(member);
20 if (namespaceOrType != null)
21 {
22 childrenBuilder.Add(namespaceOrType);
23 }
24 else
25 {
26 // ...
27 }
28 }
29

30 // ...
31

32 return childrenBuilder.ToImmutableAndFree();
33 }

Listing 5.30: Where to initiate the transformations specified in an inst
statement

generated, they are added to the list of members in the namespace, thus
becoming declarations in the succeeding loop.

Needless to say, this is a very simplified explanation of the idea. For this to
work, it would also require the implementation of an invariant stating that
the templates being instantiated are semantically analyzed and proven to
be correct beforehand. Other parts of the compiler might also require
attention to make this work as planned, but the idea presented should
provide a good place to start.
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Although the semantic analysis of inst statements should normally be
viewed as a quite substantial part of implementing PT in any language,
with Roslyn I believe this should be quite simple to accomplish given the
powerful API it provides. In theory, there should not be much work left to
do for PT# to be fully implemented in Roslyn.



Chapter 6

Discussion and Evaluation

In this chapter I, will look closer at some aspects of the master project.
To start with I will go through the process of getting to know the inner
workings of Roslyn through the documentation provided by Roslyn itself,
and through other sources that describe the modification of the Roslyn
code base. I will discuss a few of the challenges I was faced with before
wrapping up with an evaluation of whether Roslyn is well suited for the
task at hand or not.

The second part of the chapter will be a discussion of PT#. Here I will
present some of the current and upcoming features in C# and discuss how
these might impact the way we think about PT#.

6.1 Getting to Know Roslyn

The first complication to arise when starting the project was getting to
know the code base of Roslyn. With a total of five and a half million lines
of code (to which I have added around 6000), the Roslyn project can be
said to be quite huge, but this does not necessarily have to be a problem.
Big projects need not be difficult to grasp if the code base is well structured
and documented.

6.1.1 The Documentation of Roslyn

There are many levels of documentation. At the lowest level, declarations
such as variables, classes, methods, and such should be named to properly
state the intention of their use, and when this does not suffice, a comment
should be added to further elaborate. A level up there should be
documentation indicating where things can be found and how they are
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connected. This can often be done by having a good file structure
reflecting different parts of the total solution. In addition, all of this should
be supplemented with documents serving as a map of the code base.

The documentation throughout the Roslyn code is varying, which is
probably in part caused by the high number of individuals – 271 at the
time of writing – contributing to the project. A few segments of code
are abundantly documented, with comments explaining how and why
certain things are done, and assertions stating preconditions for methods
to work as expected. Other segments of code are completely barren of
such documentation.

For the syntactic analysis part of the compiler, most of the code is written
with good naming conventions, making it easy to understand what each
particular method accomplishes and how it is done. A few methods also
have comments elaborating on the edge cases of the particular method,
and other useful information. The methods that lack good names and
elaborating comments are mostly related to the allocation and freeing of
memory, and creation of lists and similar structures.

The pieces of code that follow good naming conventions and have
elaborating comments made it manageable to grasp the tasks of the
individual pieces in the syntactic analysis part of the compiler. However,
locating the key methods in which processes are initiated, and exactly
where changes had to be made, was rather challenging.

The lack of documentation was especially frustrating with respect to the
generation of code via the XML-document and generation tool described
in section 5.2.1. The discovery of such a tool was made from a bit
of guesswork based on the file name Syntax.xml.Syntax.Generated.cs.
The file name suggests that it is generated, which led me to look for
generation scripts. After searching through the project folders, the script
named generate-compiler-code was found, in which it became apparent
that the XML-document, Syntax.xml, was the input file used by the script
when generating code. None of this is documented anywhere I could find,
which it should be, as it is a vital part of the code base.

Another aspect which made this part complicated was that the XML-
document itself was poorly documented. There was no documentation
stating what the different tags represented and what base types were used
for what purpose. Because of this, the tags for the PT# syntax nodes had to
be revisited and changed multiple times to make progress in various parts
of the compiler code. Every time a change was made and code generated,
significant parts of the implemented code had to be refactored to adapt to
these changes. Some documentation listing and explaining the different
tags and parameters for them can help reduce the number of times this
document has to be revisited.
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Further down the compiler pipeline, in the semantic analysis part, the
code became more complex. The rise in complexity made it even more
clear that documentation was lacking. Understanding the implementation
of the visitor pattern in these stages of the compiler was rather demanding.
This could have been remedied by some simple documentation providing
the coder with a rough description of the intention of each visit/accept
method and the overall goal of the different visitor classes.

Most of the code in the semantic analysis part had to be figured out
by manually connecting the dots. Of this part of the code, the binder
structure was the most complicated. Having its declaration spread across
31 different files, the binder became a daunting collection of code, some
documentation explaining the workings of it would have been welcomed
warmly.

It is also important to make the distinction between the documentation
of the code base of Roslyn, and that of the APIs exposed by Roslyn. In
contrast to the code base of Roslyn, the APIs are very well documented.
There are good overviews of the different structures exposed by the APIs
and a lot of walkthroughs providing good insight into the usage of these
structures.

Overall I would say that the documentation is not sufficient for an outsider
to be able to understand the flow of the compiler without a substantial
amount of effort and guesswork. Although the documentation on the
lowest level is good in certain parts of the code, the overall lack of
documentation providing an overview of the compiler constitutes the
reason I would say speaks most strongly against the use of Roslyn as a
tool for prototyping new languages, as the overhead in getting into the
code base is costly.

However, this is not the same as saying that the code base of Roslyn in
itself is a bad starting point for extending C#, which has been the goal of
this thesis. Quite the contrary, as the benefits gained from using Roslyn
are quite rewarding. However, getting into the code base requires a lot
of effort over a time span greater than what is provided when writing a
master’s thesis.

6.1.2 The Tests in Roslyn

With a lack of overall documentation I had to look elsewhere to effectively
gain insight into the workings of the C# compiler within Roslyn. This
brings me to one of the areas Roslyn can really boast about, the tests.

Roslyn has an immense collection of tests, amounting to several thousands
just within the compiler part of the code. As presented in the implemen-
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tation chapter, these tests have served as starting points for the work I
have done, allowing me to jump head-first into the implementation with-
out having to use an extensive amount of time getting to know the code
base beforehand.

The tests found in Roslyn provide good documentation of how a lot of
the mechanisms within the language are meant to work, which in turn
provides an overview of where things have to be changed to incorporate
new mechanisms.

Another positive effect of the coverage of tests throughout Roslyn is the
constant feedback on how changes made affect the whole. During the
implementation of PT# I ran the entire collection of tests a few times,
discovering that I had broken several existing tests with the code I had
added. Some tests simply failed to work because the code being tested
used the keyword inst as an identifier, which is a reserved keyword in
PT#. Other tests failed because they required implementation of tools
related to testing.

The tests in Roslyn can help remedy the issue with finding key locations
in the code base for the various parts of the compiler. They also provide a
good safety net for the project as a whole, highlighting the parts that need
fixing after implementing new features or mechanisms.

6.1.3 Other Resources

At about the time I was beginning to become familiar with the ins and
outs of the lexer and parser I came across an interesting project by blogger
Marcin Juraszek in which he attempts to implement what he calls the "matt
operator" (m@).

The matt operator is simply an infix version of a Math.Max() function,
which means that it takes two operands and returns the biggest of the
two. A simple example is shown in 6.1. His blog posts can be found in
[18–20].

1 var x = 7 m@ 42;
2 Console.WriteLine("x = {0}", x);
3 // Prints "x = 42"

Listing 6.1: Using the m@ operator

Although I already had a pretty good idea of how the lexer worked,
reading these blog posts gave me a few more hints as to where I could
look to make sure I had not missed anything crucial. However, the path
of implementing an operator and what I set out to do diverged rather
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quickly; after being able to lex the new keywords into the appropriate
tokens there was not much more common knowledge to be collected.

In implementing the matt operator, Juraszek could rely on the already
implemented BinaryOperator to do most of the heavy lifting. In contrast,
the implementation of something as fundamental to a language as the
PT mechanism requires a more extensive implementation. My approach
to parsing PT# syntax relied heavily on finding structural similarities in
other parts of the C# language. An example of a structural similarity is
the namespaces structure and template structure, from which I salvaged
what I could and made the appropriate changes where they were needed.
This approach worked for big parts of the syntactic analysis part with a
few obstacles along the way. Optimally, an implementation of PT# should
build most of its structures from the ground up, decoupling it from similar
concepts entirely.

6.1.4 Challenges

Perhaps among the more challenging parts of the implementation was
finding a balance between using existing structures, and creating new
structures that were tailored to my need. The latter is quite demanding,
both in time and in the amount of knowledge required to make a new
structure fit in all the appropriate places, on the other hand, excessive
reuse of existing structures can quickly limit my freedom in implementing
PT# in the way I think is best.

For the syntactic analysis part, creating new structures for mechanisms in
PT# was not a big issue. The reason for this is that a lot of these structures
were automatically generated based on the XML-file with node definitions
which was presented in 5.2.1. However, upon entering the semantic
analysis part of the compiler, this balance became extremely important.

The structures used to represent declarations in Roslyn were for the most
part derived from the NamespaceOrTypeDeclaration class. Templates are
not types, but rather a collection of types the same way a namespace is.
However, I did not wish to couple templates too tightly with namespaces
and risk the flexibility in defining how templates should be treated.

With more time and resources, it would be better to rename this class to
NamespaceOrTemplateOrTypeDeclaration and add the appropriate fields,
methods, and logic. This would require revisiting all the classes derived
from this one and fitting them to the new base class. However, this luxury
could not be afforded; hence this class was used as is with minor changes
to be able to accommodate template declarations as well.

In the implementation chapter it came to light that the declarations are
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created in a tiered structure, with both a "single" and a "merged" version
of the various declaration types. This tiering is also present among the
symbols. As mentioned earlier, the flow of the semantic analysis part of
the compiler is tightly coupled with the tiering of these structures. This
caused some additional complexity, which resulted in having to "cheat"
my way through this by mimicking the tiered structure for template
declarations even though they can not be declared partially.

Another challenge was the sheer size and complexity of the code base.
A lot of time was spent trying to understand what different parts of the
code were meant to accomplish. As explained earlier, the documentation
needed to quickly come to grips with the code base and understand what
is going on was not sufficient. This fact was not made easier by the
asynchronous nature of Roslyn causing a lot of additional complexity. The
additions made by my implementation totaled the sum of 6200 lines of
code spread across 51 different files.

Code regarding the allocation and freeing of memory throughout Roslyn
was poorly documented, as was the case for a lot of code regarding
optimization such as hashing. With asynchronous, optimized, and poorly
documented code, a lot of time was spent considering if certain snippets
of code were purely for optimization, or if they had a significant impact
on the compilation process. This caused me to spend a lot of additional
time when stepping through code to understand the flow of the compiler.

Lastly, a big portion of time was wasted on waiting. The size of the
Roslyn project had a significant impact on the speed at which I could
work. Opening up the project in Visual Studio could take several minutes
to complete, and the IDE frequently crashed due to the heavy load.
This could be solved with the use of a light editor, but this would take
away a lot of much needed features built into Visual Studio allowing the
exploration of big code bases.

6.1.5 Evaluation of Roslyn

All in all, for the given time and resources, I would say that Roslyn is a
poor choice for the implementation of PT#. Too much time is spent in
getting a good understanding of the code base, and too much work is
required to get a functional implementation. The reason the code base
takes time to understand, which is also the reason it takes a significant
amount of work, is the coupling between the compiler and Roslyn APIs.

With every part of the compiler coupled with various APIs, it is
also required that extensions to the compiler extend the API methods
accordingly. The coupling between the API and the compiler makes it hard
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to distinguish which parts that serve the compilation, which parts that
serve the API, and which parts that serve both. For my case, this caused a
lot of confusion. I believe this point is underlined by the following quote
from the team behind Roslyn:

Adding a new feature to C# or VB is a very serious undertaking that
often takes several iterations to complete for even the (seemingly)
simplest of features. This is due to both the inherent complexity
of changing languages and the need to consider the effects of new
features in all layers of the Roslyn codebase: IDE, debugging,
scripting, etc. [10]

However, with more time and resources, Roslyn is a great choice for
the implementation of PT#. First and foremost, Roslyn is the compiler
platform used by Visual Studio, which means that features added to
Roslyn through the official Git repository become a part of future versions
of C# and Visual Basic. The team behind Roslyn even has a guide for
contributors wishing to add new language features to either language;
the quote above is taken from the introduction to this guide which can
be found in [10].

I would also argue that even without the ambition of having PT as a part of
the official C# language, but as a separate language PT#, Roslyn is a good
choice. By forking the Roslyn project from the official GitHub repository as
I did for my project, there is always the possibility of merging new changes
from the original repository with the forked one. With this feature, PT#
becomes easier to keep synchronized with new C# features.

For every new version of C#, the original Roslyn repository can be merged
into the forked one containing the PT# implementation, thus alleviating
the need to implement these new language features in PT#. This will
probably cause a few bugs that need to be addressed, but all in all
it will save the maintainer of PT# a lot of work. For a stand-alone
implementation of PT# a lot of extra maintenance would need to be done
to implement new features from C# as they appear.

Another reason that speaks strongly for the use of Roslyn for a PT#
implementation boils down to the APIs of Roslyn. With a proper
implementation of PT# in Roslyn, a lot of extra tools are provided that
allow the development of analysis tools for PT#. In addition, it gives the
possibility of developing programs with PT# in a powerful IDE, such as
Visual Studio. This in itself is a great reward for using Roslyn for the
implementation of any new language feature.

The tight coupling mentioned on multiple occasions throughout the thesis
may seem like criticism of Roslyn. However, although tight coupling
between components is often viewed as negative, it is hard to avoid in the
field of compiler construction. For Roslyn, this tight coupling serves as an
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invariant in various methods throughout the code. This was the source of
a few challenges for my case – stemming from the fact that templates are
deeply rooted in PT# – but for general maintenance of the code base, I can
imagine the tight coupling to be of some help, thus making it plausible to
assume it was done for a good reason.

To summarize, even though Roslyn is quite complex and not well suited
for implementing PT# over a short time frame with limited resources, this
does not mean it is not suited for the implementation on a general level.
By removing the time and resource constraints, Roslyn becomes great for
exactly this purpose.

6.2 PT as a Part of C#

If we have a look at C# we can see that the core parts of the language have
a lot of similarities with Java, so an assumption can be made that PT can
solve a lot of the same problems in C# that it set out to solve in Java, as
presented in [23].

However, C# is a richer language than Java, so even though they have a lot
of similarities, C# has some additional features that may impact how well
it works with PT. In chapter 3 the difference between packages in Java and
namespaces in C# has been presented, giving a reason to implement PT#
differently than PTJ for this aspect.

There are a couple more aspects worth considering that have an impact on
how PT should be implemented in C#. Maybe the most important aspect
is the extension method mechanism of C# and the plans of implementing
"extension everything" in the future. The second aspect is the style of C#,
or in other words, the "look and feel" of the language as a whole.

6.2.1 Extension Methods

One mechanism in C# worth looking at is something called extension
methods. Extension methods are a weak form of mixins or traits that gives
the opportunity to define methods external to the class and use them as if
they are a part of that class. A simple example of how this is done is
provided in listing 6.2.

The reason I say that this is a weak form of mixins and traits is that it
does not have the possibility of adding fields to an existing class among
a few other limitations. The use of extension methods can solve a great
deal of problems related to mixins and traits, but I would argue that PT
has the upper hand in this situation. The reason for this is that these
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1 class Car
2 {
3 var mileage;
4 }
5

6 class CarExtensions
7 {
8 public static void Print(this Car car)
9 {

10 Console.WriteLine("Mileage: {}", car.mileage);
11 }
12 }
13

14 class Program
15 {
16 static void Main(string[] args)
17 {
18 Car volvo = new Car();
19 volvo.mileage = 20000;
20 volvo.Print();
21 }
22 }

Listing 6.2: A simple extension method use case

extension methods must be written for specific classes, whereas PT allows
for the generic definition of mixins and traits which can easily be merged
with multiple classes, thus reducing the duplication of code in a lot of
situations.

Java also has something similar called "defender methods" [15], in which
one can define default implementations of methods in interfaces. Using
"defender methods", it is possible to define methods for a class from
outside the class by having them in an interface which multiple classes
can implement.

It is also exciting to see that the team behind Roslyn plans to take this one
step further and implement "extension everything". The language feature
proposal can be seen in [11] and the refined version of the proposal which
is currently being implemented in a separate branch can be seen in [12].

"Extension everything" introduces the possibility of adding fields, events,
and possibly other things to existing classes. This is a step in the direction
of PT, allowing the extension of classes with both fields and methods.
However, PT still has the upper hand in most of the use cases as it
accomplishes the same things in a more reusable manner by introducing
type parameterization.
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One place where extension methods, and soon "extension everything",
have the upper hand is the extension of existing classes not declared via
templates. In this case, extensions can be used to add functionality to
already existing classes that are imported from external sources. For PT,
this would require that the imported classes are enclosed in a template,
thus requiring the instantiation of them before use.

At first, I thought that the introduction of PT in C# would alleviate
the need for extension methods. However, considering that extension
methods are practical when dealing with classes not declared within
templates a case can be made that they together accomplish higher
reusability of code, both new and existing.

In fact, by expanding the definition of PT# to also include type parame-
terization, it can work nicely combined with extension methods from C#.
Using type parameterized templates it would be possible to apply exten-
sion methods to large collections of classes in an easy fashion. This can
be done by defining extension methods for a parameterized type in a tem-
plate, thus allowing the instantiation of said template giving the class that
is to be extended as the type parameter. A small example of how this
might look can be seen in listing 6.3.

The use of the PT mechanism in such a way opens up new and interesting
use cases. It might even be beneficial to introduce a short form for
instantiating the same type parameterized template multiple times with
different classes. The way PT# is defined, instantiating the ToXml-
Extension template from listing 6.3 for more than one class requires
renaming ExtensionClass for every instantiation. With a short form
allowing multiple instantiations in one statement, the combination of
extension methods and PT can be taken advantage of more efficiently. A
few examples of what this short form might look like can be seen in listing
6.4.

These examples of the proposed short form should accomplish the
instantiation of the template ToXmlExtension for the classes ClassA,
ClassB, and ClassC. For this to be done correctly, the short form also
needs to rename all the classes within ToXmlExtension to avoid naming
conflicts. How this is done and the resulting syntax would be interesting
to explore further, as I believe it would be a good addition to PT# after
type parameterization has been added.
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1 template ToXmlExtension<T>
2 {
3 class ExtensionClass
4 {
5 public static string ToXml(this T object)
6 {
7 XmlSerializer serializer = new XmlSerializer(typeof(T));
8

9 using(var xmlString = new StringWriter())
10 {
11 using(XmlWriter writer = new XmlWriter.Create(xmlString))
12 {
13 serializer.Serialize(writer, new T());
14 return xmlString.ToString();
15 }
16 }
17 }
18 }
19 }
20

21 // ... In a program using this template
22 inst ToXmlExtension<Customer>
23 {
24 ExtensionClass ~> CustomerExtensionClass;
25 };
26

27 // ... In some class later in the code
28 Customer customer = new Customer("John Doe", 24);
29 var exportXml = customer.ToXml();

Listing 6.3: Instantiating a template with extension methods

1 // Suggestion 1
2 inst ToXmlExtension <~ [ClassA, ClassB, ClassC];
3 // Suggestion 2
4 inst ToXmlExtension foreach [ClassA, ClassB, ClassC];

Listing 6.4: Instantiating a template multiple times

6.2.2 The Look and Feel of C#

In 2.1, PT was presented with respect to its implementation in Java, PTJ.
With PT being language independent, the syntax used in PT# can be
different than the one used for PTJ, as long as the requirements of the
mechanism are satisfied. In chapter 3, the changes with respect to PTJ
were presented. The changes were made to accommodate the removal
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of a few keywords for reasons which have been presented. I believe the
resulting syntax fits well in with the "look and feel" of C# as it is defined
today.

The syntax most influenced by my impression of C# is the block structure
used for inst statements. C# uses block structures for a lot of things. in
similarity with Java it is used for type declarations such as classes, enums,
interfaces, methods, etc., but in C# it is also used for object initializers
as well as defining getters and setters behind field declarations. Because
of this, it felt natural that also template instantiations followed the same
style, using a block structure to enclose the rename and add clause of an
inst statement.

The syntax of PT# still has room for improvements, but as a whole, I
believe it is a good syntax for PT implemented in C#. With a proper
implementation of PT# as the syntax is defined, PT# code can be written
for various scenarios and uncover what parts of the syntax need to be
refined for a better programming experience.



Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks and Future
Work

In this chapter I will present the results of this thesis, followed by a look
at how the project could be approached differently, and lastly a few things
worth pursuing using my project as a starting point.

7.1 Results

In total, over six thousand lines of code were added to the code base of
Roslyn. Out of these six thousand lines, more than half, upwards of four
thousand, were written by hand. The rest were generated by the compiler
code generation script through the XML-tags defined in Syntax.xml-file.
This amount of code is no trivial amount when seen in the context of
compilers. As quoted from the developer team behind Roslyn in the
previous chapter, changing languages and working with the Roslyn code
base is an inherently complex task, thus demanding a lot of thought into
each written line of code. The "git diff"1 between the starting point of the
project, and where the project came to a halt, can be seen in [17].

The six thousand lines of added code account for a fully working syntactic
analysis of PT# code which also includes full support for the various
methods provided in the syntax API of Roslyn (see figure 7.1), thus
allowing users of Roslyn to take into account PT# code when developing
tools. In addition to the syntactic analysis, it also accounts for good
groundwork to the semantic analysis phase.

Another product of the project is a GitHub repository named roslyn-pt
[16], forked from the original Roslyn repository. This means that for

1Git diff is a summary of all changes made to a repository between two commits
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Figure 7.1: A few of the methods available for a TemplateDeclaration-
Syntax when developing with Roslyn

future versions of C# the original repository can be merged into roslyn-
pt, thus alleviating the need to manually implement the new features and
mechanisms introduced.

As mentioned, the allotted time did not allow me to fully complete the
implementation PT# through the use of Roslyn. In spite of this, I feel that
a lot has been accomplished in the results presented above.

7.2 In Retrospect

In hindsight I see that there are a lot of things that could be approached
differently. The thing most clear to me is that the size of the project was
quite ambitious for one person to complete single-handedly. I am quite
sure that the progress made in implementing PT# would be far greater if
approached by a two-person team.

The first reason for this is the sheer amount of code that has to be written.
During the implementation a lot of shortcuts were taken by reusing what
I could from the existing code base. Reuse is often a good thing, but for a
lot of these cases it resulted in sub-optimal solutions that would be better
built from the ground up. Attempting to build all of the functionality
needed from the ground up would require time I did not have, whereas
two people might be able to make a more thorough approach.

The second reason for a second person to participate in this project is
the value of discussion. A lot – and I mean a lot – of the time spent
on the project was used to step through code in debugging mode and
trying to make sense of the flow of the compiler. The value of having two
sets of eyes in such a situation should not be underestimated. My most
rewarding debugging sessions have been with my supervisor, in which a
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lot of work was accomplished in short time due to the sharing of insights
when stepping through the code.

7.3 Future Work

The first thing worth pursuing is the completion of the PT# compiler in
Roslyn. This can be done by following the steps described in 5.4. With a
fully functioning PT# compiler a lot of interesting things can be explored.

To quickly get a feeling of the usefulness of PT# it would be interesting
to rewrite a few big C# libraries to PT# code. Various collections libraries
would probably benefit from being written in PT#.

If PT# proves to be useful compared to regular C#, extending PT# with
type parameterization is an important step to unlocking much of the
potential that lies within PT. The syntax for this can look similar to that
of PTJ, as generics in C# are pretty similar to generics in Java.

With PT# extended with type parameterization, it would be interesting to
pursue the possibility of a short form for instantiating type parameterized
templates multiple times in a single statement. I believe this would open
up a new way of using extension methods, and other extension features
C# will introduce in the near future.
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Appendix A

XML for PT# Syntax Nodes

The following five snippets of code show how the different syntax nodes
introduced in PT# are defined in the Syntax.xml file. The main syntax
nodes are TemplateDeclarationSyntax and InstStatementSyntax. The
latter syntax node consists of fields made up of AddsStatementSyntax
and ClassRenameStatementSyntax nodes. This appendix contains the
complete implementation of all the XML tags used in the implementation
of PT#.
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1 <Node Name="TemplateDeclarationSyntax" Base="MemberDeclarationSyntax">
2 <Kind Name="TemplateDeclaration"/>
3 <Field Name="TemplateKeyword" Type="SyntaxToken">
4 <Kind Name="TemplateKeyword"/>
5 </Field>
6 <Field Name="Name" Type="NameSyntax"/>
7 <Field Name="OpenBraceToken" Type="SyntaxToken">
8 <Kind Name="OpenBraceToken"/>
9 </Field>

10 <Field Name="Members" Type="SyntaxList<MemberDeclarationSyntax>"/>
11 <Field Name="CloseBraceToken" Type="SyntaxToken">
12 <Kind Name="CloseBraceToken"/>
13 </Field>
14 <Field Name="SemicolonToken" Type="SyntaxToken" Optional="true">
15 <Kind Name="SemicolonToken"/>
16 </Field>
17 </Node>

Listing A.1: XML-representation of a template declaration

1 <Node Name="InstStatementSyntax" Base="MemberDeclarationSyntax">
2 <Kind Name="InstStatement"/>
3 <Field Name="InstKeyword" Type="SyntaxToken">
4 <Kind Name="InstKeyword"/>
5 </Field>
6 <Field Name="Templates" Type="SeparatedSyntaxList<NameSyntax>"/>
7 <Field Name="OpenBraceToken" Type="SyntaxToken" Optional="true">
8 <Kind Name="OpenBraceToken"/>
9 </Field>

10 <Field Name="RenameList"
11 Type="SyntaxList<ClassRenameStatementSyntax>"/>
12 <Field Name="AddsList" Type="SyntaxList<AddsStatementSyntax>"/>
13 <Field Name="CloseBraceToken" Type="SyntaxToken" Optional="true">
14 <Kind Name="CloseBraceToken"/>
15 </Field>
16 <Field Name="SemicolonToken" Type="SyntaxToken">
17 <Kind Name="SemicolonToken"/>
18 </Field>
19 </Node>

Listing A.2: XML-representation of an inst statement
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1 <Node Name="AddsStatementSyntax" Base="StatementSyntax">
2 <Kind Name="AddsStatement"/>
3 <Field Name="Identifier" Type="SyntaxToken">
4 <Kind Name="IdentifierToken"/>
5 </Field>
6 <Field Name="OpenBraceToken" Type="SyntaxToken">
7 <Kind Name="OpenBraceToken"/>
8 </Field>
9 <Field Name="NewMembers"

10 Type="SyntaxList<MemberDeclarationSyntax>"/>
11 <Field Name="CloseBraceToken" Type="SyntaxToken">
12 <Kind Name="CloseBraceToken"/>
13 </Field>
14 <Field Name="SemicolonToken" Type="SyntaxToken">
15 <Kind Name="SemicolonToken"/>
16 </Field>
17 </Node>

Listing A.3: XML-representation of an adds statement

1 <Node Name="RenameStatementSyntax" Base="StatementSyntax">
2 <Kind Name="RenameStatement"/>
3 <Field Name="FromIdentifier" Type="NameSyntax"/>
4 <Field Name="RenameToken" Type="SyntaxToken">
5 <Kind Name="TildeGreaterThanToken"/>
6 </Field>
7 <Field Name="ToIdentifier" Type="SyntaxToken">
8 <Kind Name="IdentifierToken"/>
9 </Field>

10 </Node>
Listing A.4: XML-representation of a rename statement
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1 <Node Name="ClassRenameStatementSyntax" Base="StatementSyntax">
2 <Kind Name="ClassRenameStatement"/>
3 <Field Name="ClassRename" Type="RenameStatementSyntax"/>
4 <Field Name="OpenParenToken" Type="SyntaxToken" Optional="true">
5 <Kind Name="OpenParenToken"/>
6 </Field>
7 <Field Name="MemberRenames"
8 Type="SeparatedSyntaxList<RenameStatementSyntax>"/>
9 <Field Name="CloseParenToken" Type="SyntaxToken" Optional="true">

10 <Kind Name="CloseParenToken"/>
11 </Field>
12 <Field Name="SemicolonToken" Type="SyntaxToken">
13 <Kind Name="SemicolonToken"/>
14 </Field>
15 </Node>

Listing A.5: XML-representation of a class rename statement
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